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Abstract 

Denne kandidatafhandling beskriver udviklingen i brugen af standarder i CSR-rapportering, ESG og i 

rapportering vedrørende bæredygtighed, herunder FN's 17 SDG'ere. Det undersøges, hvilke standarder der 

er tilgængelige for CSR-rapportering, og hvordan disse standarder adskiller sig fra hinanden. Derudover 

undersøges det, i hvilket omfang og hvorfor sådanne standarder anvendes af danske pensionsfonde i deres 

rapportering. Dette undersøges og analyseres ved en gennemgang af alle årsregnskabsrapporter og alle 

tilgængelige CSR-rapporter for de fire år 2016-2019 for de 17 valgte pensionsfonde, hvor resultaterne 

analyseres i lyset af teorierne om CSR som Koncept, Interessentteori, Multi-Level Teori og Legitimitetsteori. 

Konklusionerne er, at der er en meget stor mængde tilgængelige standarder til brug for CSR-rapportering. 

Standarderne adskiller sig på mange måder. Der er både lovpligtige og frivillige standarder, og adskiller sig 

også, i forhold til om de giver mulighed for at rapportere om kvalitative eller kvantitative data eller begge 

dele. Derudover er der forskel på hvilket niveau de er relevante på. Langt de fleste af de undersøgte 

pensionsfonde bruger mange forskellige standarder. Det meste rapportering på området er på frivillig basis, 

og langt oftest af kvalitativ karakter. Blandt de frivillige standarder, er de mest anvendte FNs Global 

Compact, SDG'erne, men også Principperne for bæredygtige investeringer (PRI). Baseret på teorien om CSR 

som Koncept kan det konkluderes, at pensionskasserne tilpasser sig pensionsopsparernes krav om, at de 

skal leve op til det økonomiske og juridiske ansvar, men også til opsparernes forventninger om etisk ansvar 

og endda ønsker om filantropisk ansvar. Ud fra Interessentteorien kan det konkluderes, at pensionskasserne 

er meget opmærksomme på, at deres primære interessenter er pensionsopsparerne. Pensionskasserne er 

opmærksomme på disse interessenters magt og tilpasser udbuddet af bæredygtige investeringer til deres 

krav. Rapportering om bæredygtige investeringer og standarder, der beskæftiger sig med dette, anvendes 

derfor i vid udstrækning af pensionskasserne. Baseret på Legitimitetsteorien findes en anden grund til, at 

pensionskasserne bruger mange frivillige standarder i deres CSR-rapportering. De fleste sparer op til deres 

pension gennem en pensionsfond, hvilket gør pensionsopsparerne stærkt forbundne med 

pensionskasserne. Det gør det meget relevant, at pensionskasserne følger den uudtalte sociale kontrakt 

ikke kun med interessenterne, men også med samfundet generelt. Brug af CSR-standarder er en måde at 

vise, at de følger samfundets regler. 

Afhandlingens bidrag er, at det giver en forståelse af, hvilke regler og konceptuelle rammer, herunder dansk 

lovgivning og globale initiativer, der anvendes, når pensionskasserne forbereder deres CSR-rapportering. 

Grundlaget bliver dermed lagt for en forståelse af, hvordan CSR rapporteres i de danske pensionskasser. 

Derudover bidrager det med en empirisk præsentation af, hvordan området for rapportering om CSR, ESG 

og bæredygtighed er vokset inden for den undersøgte periode. Hvis standarder indføres ved lov, overholdes 

de af pensionskasserne, men derudover rapporteres der også i stor skala om et stort antal frivillige 

standarder, drevet af en stor efterspørgsel fra de primære interessenter i pensionskasserne, nemlig 

pensionsopsparerne. Endeligt afsløres, at der har været et skift i hvilke standarder pensionskasserne bruger 

i retning af PRI og de 17 SDG’erne. Valget af standarder skyldes en høj grad af konkurrence i branchen, 

hvorfor pensionskasserne søger at imødekomme efterspørgslen fra deres kunder, på den bedst mulige 

måde. Pensionsopsparerne efterspørger flere bæredygtige investeringer, hvilket gør det relevant for 

pensionskasserne at bevæge sig henimod standarder, der viser, at produkterne, investeringerne, lever op til 

denne efterspørgsel. Brugen af mange forskellige standarder gør det svært at sammenligne resultater, 

hvorfor det bør overvejes at arbejde hen imod færre eller måske endda en enkelt standard. Når man 

påtænker en sådan standard, bør det overvejes om den skal gælde ved lov eller være frivillig, idet man bør 

tage i betragtning, at en lovbestemt standard kan tage noget af det konkurrencemæssige incitament fra 

pensionskassernes initiativer. 
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_____ 

This master thesis describes the development in the use of standards in CSR-reporting, ESG and in reporting 

regarding sustainability, hereunder UN’s 17 SDG’s. It is examined what standards there are available to 

govern CSR reporting, and how these standards differ from each other. Besides it is investigated to what 

extent and why such standards are used by Danish pensions funds in their reporting. This is explored and 

analyzed through an review of all Annual Financial Statement Reports and all available CSR Reports for the 

four years 2016-2019 from the 17 chosen pension funds where the results are put in context with the theories 

of CSR as a Concept, Stakeholder Theory, Multi-Level Theory, and Legitimacy Theory. 

The conclusions are that there is a very large quantity of available standards to govern CSR reporting. The 

standards differ in more than one way. There are both mandatory and voluntary standards and there are 

different approaches to the standards. They also differ in if they offer possibilities to report on qualitative or 

quantitative data or both. Besides there are differences in on what level they are relevant. The use of CSR 

standards in Danish pension funds in their reporting is extensive. By far most of the examined pension funds 

use not only one or a few standard but a lot of different standards. Most reporting is found to be on a 

voluntary basis, and by far most of it is seen to be on qualitative basis. Among the voluntary standards the 

most used are the UN Global Compact, the SDG’s, but also the Principles of Responsible Investments (PRI). 

Based on CSR as the Concept Theory it can be concluded that the pension funds adapt to the pension savers' 

requirements that they must live up to financial and legal responsibilities, but also to their expectations of 

ethical responsibility and even desires for philanthropic responsibility. From the Stakeholder Theory it can 

be concluded that the pension funds are very attentive that their primary stakeholders are the pension 

savers. The pension funds are aware of the power of these stakeholders and adapt the supply of responsible 

investments to their demands. Reporting on responsible investments and standards that deal with this are 

therefore widely used by the pension funds. Based on the Legitimacy Theory another reason for the pension 

funds use of many voluntary standards in their CSR reporting is found. Most people save to their pension through 

a pension fund, making the pension savers highly connected to the pension funds, causing it to be very relevant 

that the pension funds follow the unspoken social contract not only with the stakeholders, but also with society 

in general. Using the CSR standards is a way to showcase that they follow the rules of society.  

The contribution of this thesis is that it gives an understanding of which regulations and conceptual 

framework, including Danish legislation and global initiatives, that are used when the pension funds are 

preparing their CSR reporting. It has laid the foundations for understanding how CSR is reported in the 

Danish pension funds. Besides it contributes with an empirical presentation of how the area of reporting on 

CSR, ESG and sustainability has grown within the period studied. If standards are introduced by law, they 

are complied with by the pension funds, but in addition there are also large-scale reporting concerning a big 

number of voluntary standards, driven by a large demand from the primary stakeholders in the pension 

funds, namely the pension savers. Finally, it reveals that there has been a shift in which standards the 

pension funds use towards The Principles of Responsible Investments and The 17 Sustainable Development 

Goals. The choice of standards is due to a high degree of competition in the industry, why the pension funds 

seek to meet the demands of their customers which are the pension savers in the best possible way. The 

pension savers are asking for more investments in sustainability, making it relevant for the pension funds to 

move towards standards which shows that the products, the investments, live up to this demand. The use 

of many different standards makes it hard to compare results, why it should be considered working towards 

fewer or maybe even one standard. When contemplating such a standard it should be considered if it should 

be enforced by law or voluntary, taking into consideration that a mandatory rule could take some of the 

competitive incentive from the initiatives of the pension funds. 
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Prologue 
This topic did catch my attention a few years ago, where I started wondering how come the accounting 

business seems to be lacking a bit behind regarding interest in sustainability and reaching the Sustainable 

Development Goals, the SDG’s. Those thoughts came after experiencing that not many articles were written 

about the topic, at least not in the traditional acknowledged accounting journals. That is why I am very 

happy to be able to make this dissertation, where I now have the chance to look a bit further into parts of 

this complex issue. 

 

1. Background 
Around the world we see more and more serious changes in the climate. Latest we have seen record high 

temperatures in Svalbard and Siberia. This is causing the permafrost to melt, releasing vast amounts of 

methane gas into the atmosphere, ruining the ozone layer, and therefore making things even worse. In 

December 2019, January and February 2020 we saw devastating forest fires in Australia, followed by 

flooding because of too much rain. Many places round the world have felt the changes, it is getting warmer, 

making the ice glaciers to melt, causing a great risk of a higher water level, that will give the fast growing 

population of the world, even less space to live. And those are only a few examples of many on what can 

happen if mankind doesn’t find another and better way to dispose the resources we have been given. 

Maybe there still are some that disagree that this issue is related to humans way of acting on earth, but   

more and more proof exists, and in many parts of the world there now is a movement towards action in this 

almost all embracing way of treating the resources. 

To turn this situation around something needs to be done, and actions need to be taken. Agenda 2030 is the 

most recent initiative to tackle the sustainability threat. The Agenda was agreed upon on a meeting among 

Heads of State and Government and High Representatives at the United Nations Headquarters in New York 

on the 25th – 27th of September 2015. In the agenda they agreed on the global Sustainable Development 

Goals – The 17 SDG’s. With these goals they committed to achieve sustainable developments in three 

dimensions – economic, social and environmental. They agreed to end poverty and hunger everywhere, to 

combat inequalities within and among countries, to build peaceful, just and inclusive societies, to protect 

human rights and promote gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls and to ensure the 

lasting protection of the planet and its natural resources, all by 2030. Among other things, they also agreed 

to create conditions for sustainable, inclusive and sustained economic growth, considering different levels 

of national development and capacities. (UN, 2020).  

Where does this connect to accounting and to this paper in your hands? Time is of the utmost importance 

in solving those problems. We therefore need a way to keep track, a way to measure how far we are in the 

process, and it must be the right way, because we cannot afford to do it wrong. 

In modern times these problems first came to general knowledge with the book “Our Common Future”, also 

called ‘the Brundtland Report’. It was presented at a press conference in London on April 27th in 1987. “The 

report examines the critical issues of environment and development, suggests concrete and realistic 

proposals for dealing with them, and proposes far-reaching changes for implementing the proposals at both 

national and international levels.” (Keeble, 1988: Abstract). 
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In the report they concluded that “From space, we see a small and fragile ball dominated not by human 
activity and edifice but by a pattern of clouds, oceans, greenery, and soils. Humanity's inability to fit its 
activities into that pattern is changing planetary systems, fundamentally. Many such changes are 
accompanied by life-threatening hazards. This new reality, from which there is no escape, must be 
recognized - and managed.” (Brundtland et al. 1987:11) In the report they also mentioned that sustainable 
development not is a fixed state of harmony, but rather a process of change in which the exploitation of 
resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development, and institutional 
change are made consistent with future as well as present needs. (Ibid:17)1. 

After Brundtland several initiatives have been taken. In June 1992 more than 178 countries adopted Agenda 

212, which was a comprehensive plan of action to build a global partnership for sustainable development. In 

September 2000 a summit led to The Eight Millennium Development Goals. The MDG’s3. One of the main 

purposes of those was to reduce extreme poverty by 2015. In Rio de Janeiro in 2012 the members of UN 

decided on the document “The Future We Want”, where it was decided to launch the process of developing 

the SDG’s as a continuance of the MDG’s. And most lately in 2015 among others the Paris Agreement on 

Climate change, and the introduction of the major agreement on Agenda 2030 with the 17 SDGs were 

reality. (UN, 2020)  

 

CSR Reporting and ESG – Concept explanation 
CSR is about theories that describe how companies are having social responsibility to their surroundings, 
where reference is often made to society. Of course, the companies’ primary goal is to earn money, but the 
corporate social responsibility points in direction that it cannot be the only goal. The company must act 
socially responsible at the same time. “Corporate Social Responsibility occurs when an organization 
considers the impact of its strategic decisions on society.” (Henry, 2008:394) 
 
The reasons to report on the companies’ actions regarding CSR are in general the same as the reasons for 

the traditional reporting, to measure and to keep track. One of the differences is that the traditional 

accounting reporting mostly is interesting for relatively few stakeholders, whereas the CSR-reporting 

concerns a larger range of stakeholders, because we are all part of society. 

Some of the standards are regulated by law and others are voluntary. In Europe, the standards controlled 

by law, are regulated through the EU Directive 2014/95. In Denmark this is translated in the Consolidated 

Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act ÅRL § 99 a and b. 

Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG) refers to the three central factors in measuring 
the sustainability and societal impact of an investment in a company or business. These criteria help to 
better determine the future financial performance of companies (return and risk). (Eccles et. Al., 2012) 

 
1 At the time the report was written there were “…still major gaps and a limited international capability for 
monitoring, collecting, and combining basic and comparable data needed for authoritative overviews of key 
environmental issues and (Brundtland et al. 1987:265). 
 
2 Agenda 21 is a huge plan for sustainable development in the 21st Century. It was decided upon at the UN’s 
conference for Environment and Development, UNCED in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The Agenda has later been the 
point of departure for the principles regarding environment in UN’s Global Compact. 
 
3 More information on The Eight Millennium Goals can be found in Appendix 1. 
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So CSR represents a company’s efforts to have a positive impact, while Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) represent a way to measure these activities to arrive at a more precise assessment of a 
company’s actions (n.power, 2020). To get the full picture of the landscape of the use of standards in the 
pension funds it is therefore relevant, not just to look at the CSR-reporting, but also on ESG. Among other 
things ESG shows how businesses respond to climate changes and treat their employees. The 
environmental, the social and the corporate governance factors are central in measuring the sustainable and 
societal effect of an investment in a company, and more and more results show that those criteria today 
helps to better determine the future financial performance of a company. (Eccles et. al., 2012). 

CSR reporting has been known for years and represents a company’s efforts to have a positive impact on its 
community, the environment, the consumers and the employees. ESG, on the other hand is more about 
measurement of these activities to arrive at a more precise assessment of a company’s actions, or that is at 
least how those terms are defined in some places. But it does seem unclear if these definitions are strict an 
if there are consensus about them. It looks like the terms often are used interchangeably, why both are 
included in this dissertation. Since it is not the intention that it shall be a main issue here if a standard is 
defined as a CSR standard or an ESG standard, both concepts will be mentioned here, but will basically be 
referred to as CSR reporting. 

Besides the mandatory reporting, voluntary standards can be, and are used. As it shows in Figure 1 here 

below, there is a huge number of standards, and one of those is the SDG’s. It is one of the newest and most 

ambitious initiatives, and therefore one of the standards that will be central in this investigation. 
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Figure 1 The Development in CSR reporting initiatives from the ‘Brundtland Report’ 1987 to the Sustainable Development Goals 2015.Own 

production inspired by Maguire (2011) and Jagd (2015) 

1987
•The UN published the Brundtland Report (Our Commun Future). The report contains 22 principles for 

future legislation that will help to ensure sustainability.

1997 
•The Global Retporting Initiative (GRI) was established. They released their first Reporting Guidelines in 

2000.

2000
•The UN Global Compact (UNGC) was prepared in 1999, and released in 2000.

2000
•The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) was established to encourage companies to report on their 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emmissions.

2001
•The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG) was published.

2003
•The AccountAbility AA1000 Series of Standards was released.

2005
•The Principles for Responsible Investments (PRI) were developed in UN-regi by different stakeholders. 

PRI were released in 2006.

2005
•The International Organization for Standardization was initiated to establish a standard for CSR. In 2010 

the first CSR standard was released. ISO 26000.

2010
•The GRI and UNGC agreed to a commitment to combine the two intiatives.

2011

• In 1976 OECD released the Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises as a set of voluntary standards and 
principles for responsible business. Those guidelines were revised in 2011, when the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights were incorporated. 

2011
•The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) prepared a framework for integrated reporting. The 

framework was released in 2013.

2012
•XBRL International and Deloitte established a GRI taxonomy in collaboration with the Climate 

Disclousure Projekt (CDP) and the Climate Disclousure Standards Board (CDSB).

2013
•The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the IIRC signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding.

2015
•The 17 Sustatinable Development Goals (The SDG's) were agreed upon.
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Purpose 
Today, even though a lot has happened since the ‘Brundtland Report’, there still are gaps, and still is a lot of 

work to be done. How do we continue to make progress fast enough?  

A standard can be defined as a level of quality or attainment or something used as a measure, norm or model 

in comparative evaluations. (Oxford Dictionary, 2020). That means that by using standards, we can make 

the huge amount of information comparable. It gives us the opportunity to measure how far we have come 

in our work towards reaching the goals. We are making our progress assessable. We are keeping track and 

are finding out if our focus is at the right areas and if they are enough. 

There are a lot of standards out there right now, but the one that we hear most about nowadays is the United 

Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals. The SDG’s is one of the newest and certainly the most ambitious 

all-embracing standards, but also with so broad descriptions that it can be discussed if it, by definition, can 

be considered a standard. On the other hand, it is so important, that it is needed as a part of this examination 

of CSR and ESG reporting. 

Pension funds is an example on a business where a lot of capital exists, and where decisions about the 

investment of those funds really can have an impact and make a difference on if and how we can reach the 

SDG’s in time. 

Does it matter what standards we are using? Maybe too many standards can be problematic both for the 

readers of the reporting but also for the companies which shall deliver the reporting – here the Danish 

Pension Funds.  

This paper will investigate the use of standards primarily in non-financial reporting today, exemplified in an 

analysis of Annual Financial Statements and CSR Reports from the Danish pension funds. This thesis 

therefore is interested in how CSR reporting has evolved and become influenced by voluntary standards for 

CSR reporting, with a focus on the use of the SDG’s and other standards in Danish pension funds since the 

SDG’s were agreed upon in 2015. This leads to the following investigation of the questions presented here 

below. 

 

Research questions 
The thoughts from the Prologue and the described Background and Purpose here above have led to the following 

Research Questions: 

 

 What standards are available to govern CSR reporting and how do they differ from each other? 

 To what extent and why are such CSR standards used by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 
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The first question will primarily be answered through an thorough exploration of Annual Financial 

Statements and CSR Reports from a large part of the Danish Pension Funds, whereas the second question 

will be illuminated through a further analysis and discussion where the found results from the reporting will 

be connected to relevant theories, that can help answering this. The key theories that will be used are The 

Legitimacy Theory and The Stakeholder Theory. Besides theories of the SWOT and PESTLE analyzes will 

be used as working tools for a background examination of the pension industry, making it possible to explore 

further about the use of standards in this specific industry. 

 

Structure of this Master Thesis 
Chapter 1 introduces CSR, ESG, the 17 SDG’s, and the Danish Pension Funds. Besides the purpose and the 
problem of the thesis are discussed, and the research questions are presented. Also, the structure is 
explained, that is what you are reading right now. 
 
Chapter 2 is about the chosen research methodology in this dissertation. It is divided in a part about the 
scientific method and a part about the empiric method. The first part contains a description of the research 
design and presents the relevant theories, and the other part explains about the selection of the pension 
funds, the standards and the coding process. Finally, the limitations are described.  
 
Chapter 3 is presenting the regulation of CSR Reporting on international, regional and national level, and 
the examined mandatory and voluntary reporting standards are described. Afterwards the differences 
among the standards are enlightened.  
 
Chapter 4 contains a review of literature and theories relevant for analyzing the data. Here the theories of 
CSR as a Concept, Multi-Level Theory, Legitimacy Theory, and Stakeholder Theory will be presented, 
alongside with a introduction to the theories of SWOT and PESTLE, that are used to analyze the Danish 
Pension industry. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the empiric information. The quantified data is visualized, and it is assessed how the 
standards, legislation and international initiatives have been complied.  
 
Chapter 6 consists of an analysis and discussion of the found results. The analysis is performed based on the 
theoretical thesis frame of reference. Besides the connections between results and theories are 
investigated.  
 
Chapter 7 contains a summary and gives the conclusions. It also describes the contribution of this thesis and 
gives recommendations for future research directions. 
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Figure 2 The structure of this Master Thesis. Own production. 

 

Summary Chapter 1 Background 

In this chapter the background for the work in this thesis has been described. The concepts of CSR Reporting 

and ESG have been explained. The purpose has been outlined and the structure have been presented. 

The questions that will be researched throughout the thesis are about what standards there are available to 

govern CSR reporting and how they differ from each other, together with an examination of to what extent 

and why such CSR standards are used by Danish pensions funds in reporting. 

In the next chapter the Research Methodology that will be used to answer these questions will be explained. 
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2. Research Methodology 
CSR reporting is regulated and guided by a complex combination of mandatory requirements and many 

voluntary standards as well as a global political agenda for a sustainable future. This makes it a very broad 

assignment to create an overview of the landscape of standards showing what standards are available, how 

they differ, and to what extent, and why they are used of the Danish pension funds. 

Besides the pension industry is not among the lightest to work with. Even though, there are not many 

providers, there are several different types, and the reporting is heavy to analyze because of the big amount 

of different data. There are many diverse assets and many specific demands to the reporting. But as 

mentioned earlier there is a lot of capital in the industry making it very important, why it is necessary to look 

at it, and their reporting on CSR and sustainability. 

Priority is to create an overview of the used standards and how they differ, and afterwards finding a way to 

do research on a large amount of non-financial data keeping them valid and reliable to answer the research 

questions posed here above. 

This chapter explains the research method used for this thesis that enables it to answer the empirical 

questions: 1) What standards are available to govern CSR reporting and how do they differ from each other? 

And 2) To what extent and why are such CSR standards used by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 

The structure of this chapter is divided into two different parts. The first part is about the scientific research 

method and the second part is about the empiric research method. In the first part the research design and 

use of theories will be described, and in the second part the process of the selection of the pension funds, 

the standards, and the coding process will be explained, and finally, the limitations of this thesis will be 

listed.  

 

Scientific research method 
Regarding the scientific method, basic elements of knowledge production here will be presented, and the 

research design explained. The approach to the use of qualitative and quantitative empirical data will also 

be explained and discussed. 

According to Andersen (2019) the production of knowledge consists of four basic elements. The problem 

formulation, the theory, the empirics and the conclusions. The workflow of the survey process is 

systematized, conscious and reflexive. First the problem is formulated and afterwards the selected theory 

is presented. Subsequently, empirical data is collected, so the theory can be linked to the results, and finally 

conclusions can be drawn. It is thereby a dynamic process with continuous reflection and adjustments 

(Andersen, 2019). 

The paradigm, that is the set of values that creates the base of the perception of reality and thereby the 

actions taken here, is constructuvistic. This means that it is taken into consideration that people can inflict 

the research process themselves. Had it instead been positivistic or realistic there would not be asked 

questions about basic principles. The paradigm is the overall concept that is decisive for how the ontology, 

the epistemology and the methodology are handled in the research process. 

The ontology is the doctrine of the form of existence of the world. It is about the nature of reality. The 

constructuvistic branch of this knows that researchers and people in general do not have access to other 

people’s consciousness, but only to interpretations of it.  
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There is not just one truth, because the reality is a construction, that is made of human beings. People can 

affect reality for example by their actions, and reality can have more than one interpretation. But there is 

also a hermeneutic perspective involved, which considers human beings, their psychology and their way of 

thinking. The constructuvistic branch interprets the world in its whole, whereas the hermeneutic view 

interprets the world from a little part of it. 

The epistemology is about how we recognize reality or the philosophical theory of knowledge. The 

epistemology sets the criteria for the choice of method. In an objective epistemology there will be a search 

for causal relationships, whereas the constructuvistic point of view in a higher degree is based on subjective 

experiences and thoughts. 

The methodology refers to which methods and research techniques that are used to provide knowledge. 

E.g. choices of quantitative or qualitative methods and different ways of collecting data. There are also 

different ways of concluding. Among those deduction and induction. According to Andersen, 2019, the first 

can be seen as the way of proof, whereas the other can be seen as the path of discovery. (Darmer et al., 

2010) 

 

Research design 
This investigation aims to analyze Danish pension funds' reporting on CSR and sustainability and thereby 

contribute to the understanding of which regulations and conceptual framework, including Danish 

legislation and global initiatives, that subsidize to common guidelines when the pension funds prepares their 

CSR reporting. 17 pension funds have been selected, and their CSR reporting analyzed. 

 

As the examination focuses on a special phenomenon, it is considered obvious to use case study, as study 

design and since the study analyzes several pension funds' CSR reporting, it is a multiple case study, as each 

standard is seen as a case. The purpose of choosing multiple case studies is the desire of producing general 

knowledge, and this will be more durable if more cases are examined. It is thus a comparative study, which 

makes it possible to see whether there is an overall trend in the CSR reporting from the Danish pension 

funds. 

Through the selected theories, this paper tries to explain 1) What standards are available to govern CSR 

reporting and how do they differ from each other? And 2) To what extent and why are such CSR standards 

used by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 

In other words, it is examining how and why the pension funds continuously adapt their CSR reporting in 

relation to the outside world. Besides it is examined whether there is a general trend among pension funds’ 

use of standards.  

 

Content Analysis 
The dissertation analyzes the companies' CSR reports, which the companies have chosen to call different 

names, like CSR Report, Report on Social Responsibility (Rapport om Samfundsansvar), ESG Report and 

Sustainability Reports. These are going forward simply referred to as CSR or Sustainability Reports. 
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The dissertation seeks to answer the presented problem formulation by means of a content analysis. A 

Content analysis is a method used to quantify qualitative data, including textual material, in this case the 

pension funds' CSR reporting (Krippendorff, 2018). 

 

Annual Financial Statement Reports and CSR reports for the time period 2016 - 2019 for 17 different pension 

funds are analyzed. This means that a larger amount of text material must be handled. It is therefore 

estimated that a content analysis is an appropriate method of processing the test material into more useful 

and tangible data by transforming it from qualitative data to quantitative data. To qualitative data to be 

transformed in the most correct way into quantitative data a specific process must be followed. Prior to the 

analysis, categories were defined, whereby the data objectively could be transformed from qualitative data into 

a quantitative description. Through close reading of the companies' reports, it then was made possible to gain an 

understanding of how the companies work with standards in their CSR reporting. 

 

Based on the above, it is assessed that a content analysis is most appropriate to answer the dissertation's 

problem. This dissertation therefore uses a combination of the qualitative and quantitative content analysis. 

Grounded in the content analysis, data is quantified to better understand which reporting standards the 

companies use. This will reveal whether the requirements of legislation are met but also which voluntary 

standards the companies report in accordance with, plus much other information about the pension funds’ 

reporting. In other words, both qualitative and quantitative data are quantified so that one can easily see 

how CSR reporting has evolved over the selected number of years. Other data from their reporting will be 

processed using a more qualitative method for already obtained data. 

 

Theoretical approach 
Through an initial literature review that addresses CSR reporting and sustainability reporting, the study has 

identified what might be relevant theories, including CSR as a Concept, Legitimacy Theory, Stakeholder 

Theory, and Multi-level Governance. The theories have previously been applied in similar studies, 

concerning CSR and sustainability (Carroll, 1991; Fernando & Lawrence, 2014). 

Besides also theories about SWOT and PESTLE analysis are used, to get to know more about the specifics 

for the pension industry. 

 

Qualitative and quantitative method 

To be part of good research data must to be consistent, comparable, relevant, and reliable. 

Data can be divided into two categories, qualitative data and quantitative data. The quantitative method is 

used to analyze numbers and the qualitative method is used to analyze qualitative data, including texts. The 

quantitative method is used in connection with studies of large amounts of data, where the qualitative 

method is used in connection with studies with more qualitative and non-measurable data. By combining 

the methods, more complete results can be achieved. 

The interaction between theory and empiricism can be described using the concepts of deduction and 

induction. The terms are used to derive scientific conclusions. The deductive approach is characterized by 

an attempt to draw conclusions about organizations based on selected theories within one specific area. 

Here you have an extensive knowledge you try to apply on specific companies.  
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The inductive approach on the contrary is characterized by trying to conclude something in general on the 

background of an examined set of data. 

The theories are used to provide an understanding of how and explain why the Danish pension funds follows 

legislation and international conceptual frameworks in their CSR reporting. Based on this explanation, the 

study will apply both a deductive and an inductive theoretical approach in the process of the production of 

knowledge. 

 

The empiric research method 

The Pension Funds 
The pension funds take care of the pension savers capital in the best possible way, and later pays back 

pensions to the savers when they get older and leave the labor market. In other words, it is an association 

that provides old-age or disability pension to its members and in some cases pensions to its member’s 

survivors. Typically, a Danish pension fund manages collective agreement-based labor market pension in a 

specific industry, but other times they are market oriented and thus are potentially relevant to all individuals 

in the population. 

According to Konkurrence- og Forbrugerstyrelsen, 2019 (The Danish competition- and consumer 

authorities) the total pension assets managed by pension companies in 2017 was approximately DKK 2,500 

billion, which corresponds to approximately 116 % of Denmark's GDP. In addition, there is a pension wealth 

of approximately DKK 400 billion, which is managed by the banks. The large pension wealth helps to ensure 

that most pensioners can maintain a standard of living that does not differ significantly from the standard 

of living in their working age. 

There are different kinds of pension funds. In 2018 48 of them were under The Danish FSA (Finanstilsynets) 

supervision. 17 of them were life-insurance companies, 14 of them were transverse pension funds, and 17 

were company pension funds. 

A life-insurance company must be organized as a limited company or a mutual company (gensidigt selskab, 

som er organiseret sådan at ejer- og kundekredsen er sammenfaldende), while the other pension funds must 

be organized as a union (forening). 

The transverse pension funds administered 15,9 % of the total Danish pension assets in 2018. The life-

insurance companies managed 52 %. The rest was administered by banks (10 %), and ATP 

(Arbejdsmarkedes Tillægspension) and LD (Lønmodtagernes Dyrtidsfond), which managed more than 20 

%. At the end of 2018 the company pension funds administered for DKK 39 billion, which is 1,1 % of the total 

Danish pension assets, why they very small part is not relevant in this context, where there is not space to 

do a full investigation containing all Danish pension funds. 

In 2018 there were 48 pension funds in Denmark under supervision of The Danish FSA (Finanstilsynet). 17 of 

them were life-insurance companies, 14 of them were transverse pension funds, and 17 were company 

pension funds. 

Here 17 of them will be analyzed. 13 of them is life-insurance companies and 4 of them are transverse 

pension funds, while none of them are company pension funds. They have been found through several 

searches on The Central Business Register (CVR) on different relevant sector codes. The sector code is the 

public systems way of recognizing in which sector a company belongs.  
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The pension funds use different sector codes. 11 of the examined pension funds were found on The Central 

Business Register under the sector codes 651100 Life insurance (Livsforsikring), 653010 Pension Funds 

(Pensionskasser) and 653020 Other Pension Insurance (Anden pensionsforsikring). One of the pension funds 

with sector code 651100 was left out because it does not take in new customers, and therefore is not 

comparable with the other chosen pension funds.  

One of the pension funds commonly known to be one of the 5 biggest pension funds in Denmark 

(TopDanmark) was not among those found 11, which indicated that data were missing. Therefore, further 

investigation was done at an internet page that presents different insurance companies in Denmark. On that 

list 6 pension funds were found that were not included from the search on CVR. 

The pension funds now found were afterwards cross referenced with pension funds on the list of supervised 

pension funds 2018 from The Danish FSA, to make sure they all were represented there. 

Here below in Table 1 is an overview over the examined pension funds. 

 

The examined 17 Danish Pension Funds 

 
From 
CVR 

From ‘FINDBANK.dk’ 
Life-
insurance 
companies 

Transverse 
pension 
funds 

Alm. Brand A/S  X X  

Danica Pension 
Livsforsikringsaktieselskab 

X  X  

Foreningen AP Pension f.m.b.a. X  X  

Industriens Pensions Forsikring A/S X  X  

Kapitalforeningen Sampension 
Invest 

 X X  

Lægernes Pension – Pensionskassen 
for Læger 

X   X 

Lærernes Pension, 
Forsikringsaktieselskab 

X   X 

MP Pension – Pensionskassen for 
Magistre & Psykologer 

X   X 

P+, Pensionskassen for Akademikere  X  X 

PensionDanmark 
Pensionsforsikringsaktieselskab 

X  X  

Pensam Holding A/S  X X  

PFA Pension, 
Forsikringsaktieselskab 

X  X  

PKA  X X  

Pædagogernes Pension – 
Pensionskassen for Pædagoger 

X  X  

Skandia A/S X  X  

Topdanmark A/S  X X  

Velliv, Pension & Livsforsikring X  X  
Table 1 The 17 chosen Danish Pension funds. Own production. 
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Design of the study and methodology 
 

The investigated reporting 

Focus in this study will be on both annual reports and on specific CSR and ESG reports, but not on other 

specific reports or politics that pension funds maybe uses to disclose CSR information e.g. environmental, 

social, and human capital reports.  

 

How the included standards were chosen 

The best way to reach the SDG’s may be to combine the best initiatives, to work cross sectional and 

worldwide. Therefor the primary focus here will be on the global standards, on the regional standards in the 

EU and the US, but also at the national standards used in Denmark. This research is evolving around the 

Danish pension funds, and of course the standards used by them therefore are the most relevant here. There 

will not be looked at standards from the rest of the world unless there is seen a specific good reason to 

include some of them. 

 

The Coding Process 
All data from the investigated CSR Reports as well as the data from the Annual Financial Statement Reports 
are coded in one large data ark. The reports are read through from one end to another one by one, and the 
coding scheme filled out line by line. Therefore, all data have undergone an examination where it is 
determined whether a given standard is mentioned in the specific report or not.  

The codes can be described as shown in the table here below. It is important for a deeper understanding of 
the results to keep these codes in mind when looking at all the figures in the following sections of this 
dissertation. 

 

Code number Meaning 

0 No – The standard in question is not mentioned in the specific report 

1 Yes – The standard in question is mentioned in the specific report 

2 The subject in a specific standard is mentioned, but the standard itself is not mentioned 

3 The standard in question is mentioned in the specific report, but only as the pension 
funds future intention 

4 The specific report is not available anymore 

5 The standard in question is mentioned in the report, but as a standard that is 
intentionally not at the pension funds agenda 

Table 2 Coding list. Own production. 

 

Besides the codes shown here above in Table 2 a lot of other information was registered in the coding 
scheme. Of course, the pension funds names and the years for the different examined reports. The 
companies CVR numbers, if it is a life-insurance company or a transverse pension fund. The coding of the 
last-mentioned information was done by using color codes. Yellow for life-insurance company and orange 
for a transverse pension fund. It was also registered if there was a specific CSR Report for the pension 
company for the given year. In addition, the number of pages in the sustainability report, and the relevant 
number of pages in the Annual Financial Statement Report was counted and noted.  
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In the few examples where it was found that the pension funds use a Materiality Assessment a few keywords 
about this was noted, if any were mentioned, as well as reporting standards besides those mentioned in this 
dissertation all was noted, but only short by their names. Finally links to all the examined reports were also 
registered in the scheme. 

Because of the extent of the analysis and the amount of pages in the examined reports, the results were 
afterwards controlled by running them through a PDF search process, where the standards’ names were 
used as the search word, and the results afterwards were looked up in the specific reports. As search words 
were chosen the most relevant two ‘words’ in the name of the standard. Typically, the name itself and the 
abbreviation. There was done an individual search for each of those. 

The results of the coding can be found in Appendix 2. 

 

Reliability and validity 

It is important that the examination fulfill all scientific needs. Therefore, it is important that the data is both 

reliable and valid. By validity is meant that they must measure what is relevant to measure to answer the 

research questions. They need to be complete, neutral and without flaws. 

To be useful they must also be relevant which mean that they must be able to confirm reality and in some 

degree be of satisfactory quality to make prognoses on. 

 

Empirical method 

Here is a description of the research method this dissertation uses and how it has been prepared. 

A highly inductive methodological approach was taken in the beginning of this research. Rather than 

approaching this study from the idea of what the theories say about what standards the pension funds could 

or should use, this examination started out with an investigation of which standard are available, and how 

the pension funds use standards to day, and in specific how this has developed since 2016. 

 

Qualitative content analysis 

A qualitative content analysis is subjective, as opposed to the quantitative content analysis. Where the 
quantitative content analysis merely touches the surface of the textual material, the qualitative content 
analysis attempts to gain a deeper understanding of the textual material. (Khan et al., 2018). In this 
dissertation is the qualitative content analysis is used to gain a deeper understanding of the CSR Reports of 
the selected companies. Here, special attention is paid to the content and structure of the CSR Reports, and 
the relevant pages in the Annual Financial Statement Reports. 

Practically the process that was used for the quantitative and the qualitative coding was done by first finding 
as many relevant standards as possible. This work started with countless searches at the internet. All found 
results were listed alphabetical and examined more thoroughly, exploring what the specific standards are 
about. 

Then the pension funds were selected, as described earlier in this chapter, and the relevant annual financial 
statement reports as well as CSR Reports for all the chosen pension funds for all the relevant years, 2016-
2019 were found and archived systematical as PDF’s. A large coding scheme was set up in Excel. The idea in 
the beginning was that this system only should consist of 0’s and 1’s. Zero for ‘No’ and One for ‘Yes’, ‘No’ 
when the standard in focus was not mentioned in the examined report, and ‘Yes’ when the standard in focus 
in fact was mentioned in the specific report.  
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Starting up reading the reports this scheme was found not to be descriptive enough, too much valuable data 
would be left out. The process therefore was revised, and more codes added. Besides the No and Yes, it was 
therefore also examined if the subject in a standard was addressed but the standard itself was not 
mentioned, as well as the case were the standard was mentioned but still only as a standard the pension had 
an intention about following in the future. There were also given a code number if the report was no longer 
available, and yet another code if the subject was mentioned, but intentionally not on the pension funds 
agenda. 

 

Quantitative content analysis 

The quantitative content analysis is characterized by having predefined criteria and that is why it is 

important that it strives for an objective, systematic and quantitative description of the exact 

communication content (Andersen, 2019). The content analysis must be objective, which means that 

regardless of who performs the analysis, the analysis should always arrive at the same results. (Khan et al., 

2018). This is achieved by in advance preparing forms or tables with which the text material can be decoded 

and transformed from being qualitative data to quantitative data. The quantitative content analysis is best 

suited for texts that has a low interpretation variation. This dissertation uses the quantitative content 

analysis to decode, how the companies' CSR reporting complies with the requirements of Danish legislation 

and which of the selected conceptual framework companies incorporate in their CSR reporting through the 

selected period. The selected conceptual frameworks are CDP, the EU Directive 2014-95 EU, the suggestion 

from FSR, Nasdaq and Finansforeningen, the GHG Protocol, GRI, OECD, PRI, the SDG’s, and the UNGC. 

Through the selected theories and the examined data, this paper tries to explain 1) What standards are 

available to govern CSR reporting and how do they differ from each other? And 2) To what extent and why 

are such CSR standards used by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 

 

Limitations 
Due to limited time, and allowed size of this assignment, this most interesting but certainly also very big 

topic, that continuously and fast develops so important new questions keeps arising, must be treated here 

under several limitations. 

Therefore, this research will be limited to looking only at Danish Pension Funds and not at other parts of the 

financial industry. 

The investigation is limited to only the companies' Annual Financial Statement Reports and their CSR 

reports, where CSR reports covers reports that explicitly indicate that the respective report is processing the 

company's work with Corporate Social Responsibility, CSR, ESG or Sustainability. 

Because of the huge number of different standards, and among them the ESG ratios, it is not possible to 

look at all of them in detail. Only a few relevant of them will be examined here, while much more collected 

information about the standards is to be found in the appendices. 
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Summary Chapter 2 Research Methodology 

Here above the methods that will be used to answer the research questions have been described. Both the 

Scientific method regarding the design of the research and the theoretical approach, as well as the Empiric 

method containing the selection of the chosen Pension Funds and the course of the Coding Process have 

been explained. 

There will be used qualitative as well as quantitative content analysis in a multiple case study where 17 

pension funds have been selected. Their Annual Financial Statement Reports and all available CSR Reports 

for the four years 2016-2019 will be read and used as base for the coding of which standards the pension 

funds use. This research will help answer the questions about what standards that are available to govern 

CSR reporting, how they differ, and to what extent such CSR standards are used by Danish pension funds in 

reporting. 

Thereafter the mentioned theories of SWOT- and PESTLE analyzes, and CSR as a Concept, Legitimacy 

Theory, Stakeholder Theory, and Multi-level Governance will be introduced to help answer the final question 

of why they use such CSR- and ESG standards, and finally the limitations of this dissertation were described. 

In the next chapter the Regulations of CSR Reporting will be examined to get us nearer an answer on the 

research question on what standards there are available to govern CSR reporting, and how those standards 

differ from each other. 

Later the extent of the use of the standards will be examined as well as the reasons for the Pension Funds’ 

usage of those standards. 

3. Regulations of CSR Reporting  
The first research question of this thesis asks what standards there are available to govern CSR reporting and 

how they differ from each other. This chapter therefore addresses what standards there are available to 

govern CSR reporting and how they differ from each other. 

The second research question of this thesis asks to what extent and why such CSR standards are used by 

Danish pensions funds in reporting. The part of the question where there is asked about the extent of the 

use of the standards is addressed in chapter 5, while there will be further elaborated on the last part of the 

question asking why they use them in chapter 6. 

While there are a lot of standards, only very few of those are mandatory while by far most of them are 

voluntary. Here first the mandatory will be presented, and afterwards some of the voluntary. Finally, in this 

chapter the differences between them will be sorted out.  

 

Mandatory reporting 

EU directive 2014/95 EU 
On EU level the EU Directive 2014/95 EU is the relevant mandatory regulation. Directive 2014/95/EU of the 

European Parliament and the council of October 22nd, 2014 is an amendment of Directive 2013/34/EU and 

regards reporting on non-financial and diversity information by certain large companies and groups. 

(koncerner).  

An EU regulation applies directly in the EU member states, while an EU directive first must be incorporated 

into the local legislation of the EU member states. 
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Before EU Directive 2014/95 EU (former EU Directive 2013/34 EU) was incorporated into Danish law, we in 

Denmark already had section 99 a and b in the Annual Accounts Act on Statement of Corporate Social 

Responsibility in Larger Companies (Redegørelse for samfundsansvar i større virksomheder), which was 

introduced in 2008, cf. Act 2008-12 -27 no. 1403 amending the Danish Financial Statements Act. 

Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act § 99 a and b has subsequently been 

amended several times, most recently per January 1st, 2019, which is the one that applies today. 

 

Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act, ÅRL § 99 a and b 
On national level in Denmark The Danish Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 the Financial Statements Act is the 

relevant regulation to look at. It is a translation of the also mandatory EU Directive 2014/95 EU mentioned 

right above. (Karnov, 2020). In the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 the Financial Statement Act the demands 

to specific large companies’ CSR reporting are described. Further information on The Consolidated Act 

2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act is to be found in Appendix 3. 

 

Voluntary reporting 
Hereunder the chosen voluntary standards will be presented in alphabetical order. The reason for the choice 

of alphabetical order was taken in the beginning of the research process to keep the attitude towards the 

different standards and the use of them as neutral and systematic as possible, and besides it makes it easier 

to jump to one specific standard for those who maybe does not read the dissertation from one end to 

another. As also mentioned previously, there are a lot of voluntary standards, why it is not possible to include 

them all. The ones chosen here are all represented in the reporting from the pension funds. A description of 

a lot of the other standards in the area is to be found in Appendix 4. 

 

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 
The Carbon Disclosure Standard focuses investors, companies and cities on taking urgent action to build a 

truly sustainable economy by measuring and understanding their environmental impact. It is an 

international non-for-profit organization providing the only global system for companies and cities to 

measure, disclose, manage and share environmental information. (cdp.net, 2020). This standard offers 

suggestions on Quantitative Reporting4. 

 

Foreningen af Statsautoriserede Revisorer (FSR), Nasdaq og Finansforeningens Suggestion 
The suggestion from FSR, Nasdaq and Finansforeningen (The Financial Association) is regarding ESG 

reporting. ESG has become an important tool, not only for investors looking for performance indicators, but 

also for companies trying to increase operating efficiency and reducing resource dependence. In 2017, 

Nasdaq Nordic launched a voluntary ESG reporting guide for companies listed on the Nordic exchanges. 

Nasdaq has now launched an updated global ESG reporting guide for 2019, based on three key 

developments: • The development of new reporting frameworks, including the Task Force on Climate-

related Financial Disclosures and the UN Global Goals, • Guidance and ‘best-practice’ from the World 

Federation of Exchanges, and • The result of Nasdaq's ESG pilot program. 

 
4 More about the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) can be found in Appendix 4. 
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Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol 
Another standard used by some of the Danish Pension Funds is the GHG Protocol. This standard is one of 

the world's most widely used greenhouse gas accounting standards. 

These standards are designed to provide a framework for businesses, governments, and other entities to 

measure and report their greenhouse gas emissions in ways that support their missions and goals. 

In 2016, 92% of Fortune 500 companies responding to the Carbon Disclosure Project used GHG Protocol 

directly or indirectly through a program based on GHG Protocol. It provides the accounting platform for 

virtually every corporate GHG reporting program in the world.  

The popularity of GHG Protocol standards is partly due to the widespread stakeholder outreach and 

consultation that is facilitated by World Resources Institute (WRI) and World Business Council for 

Sustainable Developments (WBCSD) during each standard development project. 

This standard offers suggestions on Quantitative Reporting. 

 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
The GRI Standards represent global best practice for reporting publicly on a range of economic, 

environmental and social impacts. Sustainability reporting based on these standards provides information 

about an organization’s positive or negative contributions to sustainable development. 

The modular, interrelated GRI Standards are designed primarily to be used as a set, to prepare a 

sustainability report focused on material topics. The three universal standards that it contains are used by 

the organizations when preparing a sustainability report. Besides an organization can also choose from the 

topic-specific standards from the GRI to report on its material topics – economic, environmental or social. 

Preparing a report in accordance with the GRI Standards therefore provides an inclusive picture of an 

organization’s material topics, their related impacts, and how they are managed, or an organization can use 

all or part of selected GRI Standards to report specific information. 

The GRI reporting requirements are structured and rule based. The GRI first issued guidelines in a 1999 

exposure draft. These guidelines were revised in the 2000, 2002, and in 2006, when the G3 (Third 

Generation) guidelines were published.  G4 GRI standards were launched in 2013, and on July 1st, 2018, the 

transition from GRI’s G4 guidelines to the Sustainability Reporting Standards (The GRI Standards) was 

complete.   

The GRI uses a multi-stakeholder consensus-seeking approach to develop its guidelines. First, a multi-

stakeholder working group of about twenty individuals, including representatives from business, civil 

society, labor, investors, and accountants, develop a new or updated component to the guidelines. This 

process may take up to 1 year, after which the draft is exposed to the public for comments for at least 90 

days. After addressing these comments, the working group then submits the proposal to the GRI’s Technical 

Advisory Committee for review. Once approved, it is used as a pilot version for at least 1 year. Organizations 

participating in the pilot project give feedback to the Technical Advisory Committee. The Technical Advisory 

Committee then makes a recommendation to the Board of Directors that it either be reworked or released 

as a final version (GRI 2013). 
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The GRI guidelines consist of Reporting Principles, Reporting Guidance, and Standard Disclosures. 

Companies following the guidelines address five content areas: • Strategy and Analysis • Organizational 

Profile • Report Parameters • Governance, Commitments, and Engagement • Management Approach and 

Performance Indicators. The GRI promotes the GRI Standards as being applicable to organizations of any 

size, sector, or location.  

There are also sector supplements to complement the GRI guidelines for twelve different industries; 

including oil and gas, electric utilities, and mining and minerals (GRI 2013). The GRI provides different 

application levels of their guidelines. Organizations of different sizes, resources, experience, or goals may 

choose a level that best meets their needs. The application levels are designated A, B, or C, with a C level 

requiring the least disclosure. A plus (+) is added to the application level if the report is externally assured. 

The application level is self-declared, but the GRI or a third party can confirm the level. While the GRI does 

not provide assurance or audit services for the reports, there are public accounting firms, non-government 

organizations (NGOs), and consulting firms that provide these services. This is according Tschopp and 

Huefner, 2015. 

There are no agreed upon international standard, meeting the needs of all stakeholders. However, the GRI’s 

G3 were the most widely used and recognized standards when Tschopp and Huefner wrote their article 

about the evolution of CSR and Financial Reporting in 2015. Besides this standard offers suggestions on both 

Qualitative and Quantitative Reporting. 

 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are recommendations for responsible business conduct 

from the governments represented in the OECD to companies operating in the global marketplace. More 

than 40 countries, together representing 85% of foreign direct investment, have endorsed the OECD 

guidelines. 

Where does the responsibility of the individual company begin, in a global context, and where does it end? 

The OECD Guidelines help companies to gain a clear definition of their responsibility. The Guidelines state 

how companies can minimize the adverse impacts that may be a consequence of their activities and 

otherwise describe how companies can contribute to economic, social and environmental progress. 

The Guidelines were updated for the fifth time in 2011 and were adopted for the first time in 1976. The most 

recent update incorporates several new corporate conduct recommendations. These include the 

incorporation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 5 . Another new aspect is 

expectations of the national contact points that each country is responsible for establishing, in accordance 

with the guidelines. (csrcompass.com, 2020). 

 

 
5 United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP’s). The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) 

were adopted by the UN Human Rights Council in June 2011. The UNGPs define what governments and companies should do to prevent and 

mitigate companies' adverse impacts on human rights. The guidelines make a clear distinction between what is expected of governments and 

companies, respectively. They also contain guidelines for "access to remedy", which - more specifically - is what companies should do if they 

become involved in adverse human rights impacts. The UNGPs give all companies - small and large - a recipe for what is required in order to 

respect human rights. The guidelines represent the global standard for expected conduct in this area and apply to all companies in all situations. 

These guidelines focus on what is expected of companies. (csrcompass.com, 2020). 

 

http://www.csrcompass.com/
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Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 
The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) are supported by the UN and consist of six general 

guidelines for investors' CSR work. 

All companies engaged in investment activities can use the six principles, but companies can also choose to 

subscribe on PRI. Investors who are members of PRI include institutional investors, investment banks and 

investment advisers. In 2013 PRI had 1,197 members, of which 33 were Danish. Investors that are signatories 

to PRI undertake an obligation to adhere to the six principles and to report on them. 

The six principles: 

• We will incorporate environmental, social and corporate governance issues into investment analysis 

and decision-making processes 

• We will be active owners and incorporate environmental, social and corporate governance issues 

into our ownership policies and practices 

• We will seek appropriate disclosure on environmental, social and corporate governance issues by 

the entities in which we invest 

• We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the investment industry 

• We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles 

• We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles 

 

The principles were created in collaboration between the UN Global Compact 6 , the UN Environment 

Program Finance Initiative (UNEP FI7) and several the world's largest investment banks. 

The principles are general, and it is up to each investment company to decide how it will observe the 

principles and focus its activities. In this respect, it is an advantage to target activities at the areas subject to 

the greatest problems or risks. This standard offers suggestions on Qualitative Reporting. 

 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) 
As mentioned earlier The SDG’s are built upon the achievements of the Millennium Development Goals. 

They consist of 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 targets, and “seek to realize the human rights of 

all and to achieve gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls. They are integrated and 

indivisible and balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: The Economic, Social and 

Environmental.” (UN, 2020) 

It is one of the most extensive and highly promoted standards these days. The World Commission on 

Environment and Development (WCED), later known as the Brundtland Commission had as a mission to 

unite countries to pursue sustainable development together. The Chairperson of this Commission, Gro 

Harlem Brundtland, was appointed by United Nations, and the Brundtland report was sponsored by the 

United Nations, why the connection from the Brundtland Report to The Sustainable Development Goals is 

very clear. 

 
6 See also separate section about the UN Global Compact later. 
7 The United Nations Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) is a partnership between UNEP and the global finance sector to mobilize 

private sector finance for sustainable development. They are trying to accelerate sustainable finance by leveraging the UN’s role. (UNEPFI.org, 
2020). 
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As a standard The SDG’s are very wide-ranging formulated, but it is the most all-embracing and ambitious 

new way of systemizing the very largescale problems of today. Also, in the broader area of CSR reporting 

the SDG’s today are getting an emphasis in research, why it certainly must be a part of this investigation. It 

primarily offers suggestions on Qualitative Reporting. 

 “In September 2015, all 193 Member States of the United Nations adopted a plan for achieving a better 
future for all — laying out a path over the next 15 years to end extreme poverty, fight inequality and injustice, 
and protect our planet. At the heart of “Agenda 2030” are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
which clearly define the world we want — applying to all nations and leaving no one behind. The new Global 
Goals result from a process that has been more inclusive than ever, with Governments involving business, 
civil society and citizens from the outset. We are all in agreement on where the world needs to go. Fulfilling 
these ambitions will take an unprecedented effort by all sectors in society — and business has to play a very 
important role in the process.” (unglobalcompact.org, 2020) 
 
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals are presented here below in Figure 3. 
 

Figure 3 The 17 Sustainable Development Goals. (UN, 2020). 

 

The United Nations Global Compact’s (UNGC’s) Communication on Progress (COP) 
This standard supports companies to: 

 1) Do business responsibly by aligning their strategies and operations with Ten Principles on 

 human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption, and to 

 2) Take strategic actions to advance broader societal goals, such as the UN Sustainable 

  Development Goals, with an emphasis on collaboration and innovation. 

The UN Global Compact reporting requirements are based on guidance and the ten mentioned principles. 

This standard offers suggestions on Qualitative Reporting. 

 

The differences between the investigated standards 
The standards mentioned here above differ in more than one way. 

First, they are relevant at different levels of society. Some at global level, others are at regional level, and a 

few are only relevant at national level. At the Global level, standards developed by United Nations play a big 

role, while regional standards typically are at EU level, while the standards that regards the national level, in 

this case concern Denmark. 

 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/our-work/sustainable-development/sdgs
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/our-work/sustainable-development/sdgs
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As the structure here above has implied the standards also differ in the sense that some are regulations by 

law, while others are purely voluntary. The EU directive 2014/95 EU is mandatory in the EU but needs 

because it is a directive to be incorporated by law in the EU member states. In Denmark this is what is found 

in Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act, ÅRL § 99 a and b. 

Another way the standards differ is regarding what kind of data they offer reporting on. Some only offers 

reporting on qualitative data, while others only regard quantitative data, and finally some of the researched 

standards offers suggestions on both qualitative and quantitative data. Details about which of the standards 

that offers reporting suggestions on what kind of data are already mentioned in the descriptive review of 

the standards here above and can also be found in an overview of the standards in Appendix 5. 

According to Henriques & Richardson (2004) there are different approaches to the standards. They 

distinguish between principle-based standards, process standards, performance standards and hybrid 

standards. The principle-based standards are the ones that consists of a broad set of principles of behavior, 

but do not specify how they are achieved, or how conformity with them can be reached. This is for example 

the case with the UN Global Compact and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. The pros for 

these standards are that they help to identify on which issues the organization has to be aware, whereas the 

cons are that such standards often lack details about how to implement them, and how to assess if the 

company is acting compliant with them. 

Another kind are the process standards. These standards indicate what processes the given organization 

should follow in order to improve. Performance is not directly addressed, but the processes to identify the 

right performance targets are often included in them. Examples of such standards are the AA1000, and the 

ISO standards. They are not described in further detail here, but more about them can be found in Appendix 

4. Pros about these standards are that they provide practical guidelines for the companies about how to 

approach the issues, whereas the cons are that they may be very bureaucratic, and do not describe 

performance levels. 

A third sort of standards are Performance Standards. They are concerned with what the organization 

achieves, measured by specific targets or at least indicators that the organization can use reporting on and 

tracking their performance, historically or against external benchmarks. This is for example the case for the 

GRI mentioned here above. The pros are that such standards help provide transparency, and the cons that 

it is difficult to establish general applicable targets that can work in many different industries, countries and 

scales of operation. The risk is also that companies by using such standards miss out on what may be most 

important for them, but also to the stakeholders, and maybe worst of all where the specific organization can 

contribute reaching overall goals in the best way. 

Finally, standards can also be a combination of the above, with pros and cons depending on the specific 

combination. An example of such a standard is the UK Corporate Governance Code, that is a part of UK 

company law with a set of principles of good corporate governance aimed at companies listed on 

the London Stock Exchange. This specific standard is not important for the results of this thesis, why there 

will not be commented further on it here even though this sort of standard where there is a possibility of 

combining the pros and cons of the other different sorts of standards could be relevant to consider if looking 

for just one standard that can optimize reporting on CSR and sustainability. 
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Summary and Conclusions on Chapter 3 Regulations of CSR Reporting 

The standards presented in this chapter are some of the standards found in the reporting on CSR and ESG 

from the Danish Pension Funds. There are a few Mandatory Standards and a huge number of Voluntary 

Standards. Here the mandatory standards the EU Directive 2014/95 EU and the Consolidated Act 2019-08-

08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) are described alongside with the voluntary 

standards : The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), Foreningen af Statsautoriserede Revisorer (FSR), Nasdaq 

og Finansforeningens Suggestion, The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol, The Global Reporting Initiative 

(GRI), The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), The Principles for 

Responsible Investment (PRI), The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and The United Nations 

Global Compact’s (UNGC’s) Communication on Progress (COP). Some of the standards that are not 

explained here in this text can be found in Appendix 4. 

From this research it can be concluded that there is a very large quantity of standards available to govern 

CSR Reporting. As described in the chapter above they differ in more than one way. First, as apparent there 

are both mandatory and voluntary standards, but there are also differences in on what level they are 

relevant, and if they offer possibilities to report on qualitative or quantitative data or both. Besides there are 

different approaches to the standards. There are principle-based standards, process standards, 

performance standards and hybrid standards. This is also described, and examples are given. 

This research has thereby given the answer to the first research question on what standards there are available 

to govern CSR reporting and how they differ from each other. 

In the following chapters first, the relevant theories will be described, and afterwards the results from the analysis 

of the reporting from the Danish pension funds will be presented. Later, in Chapter 6, the theories will be used 

for an analysis of the found results, so the results are put in proper context and the rest of the research questions 

can be answered. 

4. Literature and Theories 
The second research question of this thesis asks to what extent and why such CSR standards are used by 

Danish pensions funds in reporting. 

This chapter therefore addresses this, first by using theories of SWOT and PESTLE to analyze the pension 

industry, and thereafter by applying the Theory of CSR as a concept, the Multi-level Theory, The 

Stakeholder Theory inclusive a Stakeholder Analysis, and the Legitimacy Theory to be able to answer 

especially the last part of the question about why the pension funds use the standards.  

The empirical method of coding the reports of Danish pension funds examined in the foregoing chapter allows 

this thesis to answer the first part of the research question about the extent of the use of the standards, as well 

as the first research question about on what standards there are available to govern CSR reporting and how 

they differ from each other. 

However, to answer the question of why such CSR standards are used by Danish pensions funds in reporting, 

the theoretical frame mentioned right here above is needed to answer. 

First to learn more about the industry in focus the theories about how to analyze the environment in and around 

it is needed. Therefore, this chapter starts with a presentation of the SWOT and PESTLE analyzes.  
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SWOT analysis 
A way to describe the situation about the Danish Pension Funds is to make a SWOT analysis about the Danish 

Pension Industry. The SWOT-analysis can amongst others be used for strategy building, matching and 

converting, corporate planning and marketing. In a SWOT-analysis in general Strengths and Weakness are 

frequently related to the internal conditions, while Opportunities and Threats commonly focus on the external 

environment. The name is an acronym for the four parameters the technique examines:  

• Strengths: Characteristics of the business or project that give it an advantage over others. 

• Weaknesses: Characteristics of the business that place the business or project at a disadvantage relative 
to others. 

• Opportunities: Elements in the environment that the business or project could exploit to its advantage. 

• Threats: Elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or project. 

(Henry, 2008)  

 

PESTLE analysis 
The SWOT analysis can alongside with the PEST/PESTLE-model be used as a basis for analyzing business and 

environmental factors. The PESTLE-analysis is a theoretical tool for analyzing the surroundings of a company. It 

is about every factor that have something to do with the value creation in the company. A PESTLE analysis is a 

strategic management tool used to identify, analyze, organize, and monitor key external factors, that can have 

impact on the organization’s strategic possibilities now and in the future. The name is an acronym for the six 

parameters the model examines: 

• Political environment 

• Economic environment 

• Social environment 

• Technological environment  

• Legal environment 

• Environmental environment 

(Elling and Sørensen, 2005) 

Now the tools for an examination of the pension industry are lined up for the analysis in Chapter 6. In the 

following section more of the theories relevant for researching why the pension funds use standards in their 

reporting will be presented. 

 

CSR as a Concept 
First a short flash back: “Many of the environment and development problems that confront us have their 
roots in sectoral fragmentation of responsibility. Sustainable development requires that such fragmentation 
be overcome.” (Brundtland et al. 1987:56) 

CSR is generally used about theories that describe how companies have a responsibility to be profitable 
while also considering their surroundings, where reference is often made to society. However, even though 
CSR is treated as a specific theory of how companies interact with theirs environment and society, both 
locally and globally, CSR can, according to Carrol (2016), be divided into four areas of responsibility each 
with its own level of responsibility. These levels each have their own area of responsibility, which are the 
following: Economically, Legally, Ethically and Philanthropically (Carroll, 2016). This is illustrated in the 
figure hereunder. 
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Carroll’s Pyramid 

 
 
Figure 4 Levels of Responsibility in Society. Own production inspired by Carroll’s Pyramid (2016). 

 
The Philanthropic Responsibility is Desired, the Ethical Responsibility is Expected while the Legal 
Responsibility and the Economic Responsibility are Demanded. 
 
The philanthropic responsibility is the level above the ethical responsibility and constitutes the top of the 
pyramid. There either is neither a demand nor an expectation from society that companies act 
philanthropically, which means that companies contribute to projects that benefit society, but not 
necessarily the company itself. Society can only wish for companies to reach this level in the pyramid 
(Brusseau, 2013). 
 
Ethical responsibility is the next highest level in the pyramid. Ethical responsibility is not equally required, 
as the financial and legal responsibility. When discussing corporate ethical responsibility, one looks at how 
the company acts in relation to the part of the society it belongs to. There are not always specific rules or 
guidelines for how the company should act. It is more about how the company sees itself as a legitimate 
citizen of society. Doing business causes it an indirect responsibility for doing what is right while avoiding 
harming its surroundings, including society and the environment. Society thus does not demand that the 
company comply with ethical responsibility, but it expects the company to prioritize ethical responsibility 
(Ibid). 
 
Legal responsibility is the level below the Ethical responsibility. This responsibility is about that the company 
shall comply with the laws and regulations imposed to be accepted in the modern society. Society simply 
postures requirement that the company, as a minimum, comply with the regulations and conceptual 
framework that are applicable for the company. The economic and legal responsibility constitutes the lower 
half of the pyramid and are the minimum requirement from society to the companies (Ibid). 
 
The Economic Responsibility is located at the bottom of the pyramid to illustrate that the company should 
be profitable to survive in modern society. The financial aspect is the company's foundation, which is why 
society demands that the company, as a minimum, be profitable (Ibid). 

Philanthropic 
Responsibility

Ethical 
Responsibility

Legal Responsibility

Economic Responsibilty
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All in all, CSR as a theory is viewed using Carroll's pyramid to illustrate the responsibilities of companies 
towards society in relation to CSR. The company's stakeholders must see the pyramid as a whole unit 
and not just focus on individual responsibilities. The two lower parts of the pyramid are required by society, 
whereas society can only expect and wish the company to comply with the two 
upper levels. 
 

Multi-level Theory 
As mentioned in the Brundtland Report at p. 46 critical objectives for environment and development policies 
that follow from the concept of sustainable development among others include merging environment and 
economics in decision making. “The common theme throughout this strategy for sustainable development 
is the need to integrate economic and ecological considerations in decision making. They are, after all, 
integrated in the workings of the real world. This will require a change in attitudes and objectives and in 
institutional arrangements at every level.” (Brundtland et al. 1987:55) 
 
According to Cairney et al., 2019 Multi-level governance is a term used to describe the way power is spread 
vertically between many levels of government and horizontally across multiple quasi-government and non-
governmental organizations and actors. Multi-level governance comes from political science and public 
administration theory and originated from studies on European integration. Parts of reporting are mandatory 
required by law while other parts are included voluntarily if the companies follow international conceptual 
framework and report accordingly. The reports are therefore influenced by various governmental organizations 
and institutions. This is known as multi-level governance, where companies must comply with regulation on more 
than one level (Trnski, 2005). 
 

Legitimacy Theory 
The legitimacy theory claims that companies and organizations try to keep their business activities 

within the values and norms that the surrounding community has set in an attempt 

to be perceived as a legitimate actor by outside stakeholders. The values and norms of society are 

not static, but changes continuously over time, which means that companies must be ready for change 

towards the surrounding community. When an organization’s values and norms harmonize with the values 

and norms in a larger social construction, which the organization is part of, the status that occurs describes 

legitimacy according to Lindblom (1993). According to Deegan & Unerman (2011) an actual or potential 

deviation occurs between these values and norms, will be a threat to the legitimacy of the organization. 

 

This theory is therefore based on the assumption that there is a "social contract" between the organization 

and the surrounding community. The contract is based on a mixture of explicit and implicit expectations, 

that society has about how the company should conduct its business activities. The stakeholders in the 

community have explicit individual expectations that the organization shall follow the applicable legislation. 

In the beginning, it was solely the profit that was the expression of the company's performance. But in recent 

decades, a major shift has taken place, which mean that companies also are measured by how they work 

with environmental, employee and social conditions in addition to their financial performance. This also 

relates to CSR as a concept, where it is a demand that the company take legal responsibility. 

 

It is additional assumed within the Theory of Legitimacy that society allows a given organization to lead 

its business activities to the extent that the company meets society's expectations, whereby the social 

contract is complied with by both parties. This means, among other things, that the organization must 

appear legitimate for society as a whole and not just for its stakeholders. According to this theory, it 

therefore can have fatal consequences for an organization if it fails to live up to society's expectations. 
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Also, an organization's legitimacy may be compromised even if an organization's performance has met 

society's expectations. For example, this could happen to a company that fails to report and thereby 

showing how the company meets the expectations of society. The legitimacy can also be threatened if 

previously unknown information about a given company becomes publicly known through communication 

channels other than the company's own, including through news media. (Ibid).  

Companies can apply legitimacy strategies to increase, maintain or regain legitimacy. Deegan & Unerman 

(2011) mention, among others, Dowling and Pfeffer (1975), who give suggestions for what actions 

organizations can take in case their legitimacy is threatened. A given organization can try to adapt their 

business activities so that they again meet society's values and norms in order to regain legitimacy. Another 

option for the company is to try to influence society's values and norms through communication so that suit 

the business activities of the organization. Organizations can therefore, through their reporting, explain 

news that affects the organizations legitimacy negatively or inform interested stakeholders about how the 

organizations' activities live up to the expectations from the company’s surroundings. 

 

Stakeholder Theory 
Corporate stakeholders as well as society are increasingly demanding more sustainable and environmentally 

friendly products and solutions, which is why it is interesting to examine why and how companies adapt to 

this demand. 

“The evolutionary process may not follow the same path as it was for financial reporting due to the varying 

stakeholders involved. However, there are enough similarities that still make the evolution of financial 

reporting a useful comparative tool to analyze the potential growth and development of CSR reporting. 

The people factor represents the stakeholders involved, the people that use the financial and CSR reports 

for decision making purposes. Different stakeholders may find different information relevant. Decision-

useful information for different stakeholders may be influenced by motivation (investor versus activist), 

location (local versus global), or by company (type of industry). 

Financial reports are primarily prepared for investment purposes. For shareholders, potential investors, 

financial analysts, and lending institutions. The basic premise of financial statements is therefore 

straightforward. The financial stakeholders of this information have required information that is consistent, 

comparable, relevant, and reliable. 

CSR reports differ in the way that they are issued to meet the needs of a wider network of stakeholders, 

including employees, customers, suppliers, shareholders, management, governments, non-governmental 

organizations (NGO’s), media, and the general public. The basic premise of CSR reporting is to provide 

stakeholders with relevant information upon which to base their decisions. Governments use it for 

regulatory purposes and investors may base their investment decisions on it. NGOs promoting sustainability 

or financial institutions seek increased disclosure of Non-financial risks. CSR reports can be used internally 

by the company to assess cost savings, motivate their employees, or just to ‘‘do the right thing.’’ CSR reports 

can also be used externally by the company to strengthen their reputation or build relationships up and 

down the supply chain. But having so many users can also result in information overload, leading to CSR 

reports that are too long and do not include enough relevant information to meet all user needs (KPMG 

2005). It is the diversity of CSR reporting stakeholders that has resulted in numerous standards, codes, and 

guidelines that companies can follow for external reporting purposes. 
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So, the people factor highlights one of the biggest differences between the evolution of financial reporting 

and CSR reporting, and that is the number of stakeholders involved in the process. Like early CSR reports, 

early financial disclosures provided little value to users and were not comparable to other reports. 

Companies were reluctant to report negative information. Until comparable and consistent standards were 

developed the quality of financial reporting was low. But as the base of ownership widened, and a fast-

growing population of stakeholders sought more useful and timely information, financial reporting became 

more valuable. The inclusive organizational structure and decision-making process of the CSR reporting 

organizations yields evidence that CSR reports do, in fact, address stakeholder needs. However, the wide 

array of stakeholders involved, each with their own agenda, could slow down the evolutionary process.” 

(Tschopp and Huefner, 2015: 565-76). 

The stakeholders in financial reporting are investors, corporations, governments, suppliers, customers, and 

employees, while the stakeholders in CSR-reporting/Non-financial-reporting are Investors, corporations, 

governments, suppliers, customers, labor unions, employees, citizens, and non-government organizations, 

but also shareholders, management, media, and the public in general. 

Other authors, such as Deegan & Unerman (2011) define stakeholders as being an identifiable group or 
individual, which may affect the performance of an organization or which are affected by the performance 
of an organization. This means that stakeholders can also be divided into primary and secondary 
stakeholders. The primary stakeholders are necessary for the continued operation of an organization, 
without these, the organization cannot survive. The secondary stakeholders are those who either affect or 
influence the organization or who are affected or influenced by the organization. The secondary 
stakeholders are not essential for the survival of the organization. 
 
Like the Theory of Legitimacy, the Stakeholder Theory is based on the concept that an organization should 
be part of a larger social association where the organization both influences but also is influenced by other 
constellations in society. Where the theory of legitimacy deals with society's overall expectations 
through the social contract, the Stakeholder Theory addresses expectations from specific groups of 
stakeholders in society. Since there are special groups of stakeholders, the Stakeholder Theory accepts that 
each group has its own values and norms that the organization adapts their business activities after. Where 
the Theory of Legitimacy has a social contract with society, the Stakeholder Theory must consider several 
different social contracts to be negotiated with each group of stakeholders (Deegan & Unerman, 2011). The 
Stakeholder Theory can be divided into two branches, including the normative 
branching and the positive branching. The differences are described in Figure 5 here below.  
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Figure 5 The Normative and Positive branching in the Stakeholder Theory. Own production inspired by Deegan & Unerman, 2011. 

 
 
Within the positive branching, the importance of a stakeholder can be judged based on three characteristics: 
Power, legitimacy and service needs. Power refers to how much the stakeholder can affect or influence 
organization. Legitimacy refers to how the stakeholder's values and norms vote in accordance with society 
and what this is complied with. Servicing needs refer to how quickly the organization must be able to meet 
the demands of a stakeholder. 
 
For both branches, an organization can make use of company reports, including CSR- and ESG-reports to 
inform stakeholders on how the organization caters to the stakeholder’s expectations and needs. In the 
positive perspective, there will be a tendency for the organization's annual financial statement reports and 
CSR- and ESG-reports to a greater extent reflect the expectations and needs of the highest priority 
stakeholders (Deegan & Unerman, 2011). 

From Roberts application of Stakeholder Theory in his empirical study where he tested if the Stakeholder 

Theory could be used to explain one specific corporate social responsibility activity namely social 

responsibility disclosure, it follows that measures of stakeholder power, strategic posture, and economic 

performance are significantly related to levels of corporate social disclosure.  

His work was built on Ullmanns (1985) conceptual framework for predicting corporate social activity based 

on Stakeholder Theory of strategic management. The model explains the relationships among social 

disclosure, and social and economic performance. Before that Freeman (1983) and others had issued the 

stakeholder approach to strategic management, and afterwards McGuire et al. (1988) did studies that 

showed the role of stakeholders in influencing corporate decisions.” (Roberts, 1992). 
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Summary and Conclusions on Chapter 4 Literature and theories 

In this chapter the theories about the SWOT and the PESTLE analyzes have been presented. The theories 

will be used to find out more about the pension industry in chapter 6. Besides the theories of CSR as a 

Concept, the Multi-Level Theory, the Legitimacy Theory and the Stakeholder Theory have been presented 

and found relevant. The theories will therefore be connected to the data from the CSR and ESG Reporting 

from the Danish pension funds. The data will be presented in chapter 5 right here below, and the connection 

between the data and the theories will be analyzed and discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7 all the 

results and answers to the research questions will be summed up, and supplemented with the conclusions, 

and a specification of the contribution of this thesis as well as ideas for further research possibilities. 

5. Data Presentation 
In this chapter the research question that asks ‘To what extent and why are such CSR standards used by 

Danish pensions funds in reporting?’ will be answered by presenting the results of the research of the 

reporting from of the 17 pension funds for the four years 2016-2019. There will be elaborated further on the data 

in the following chapter, especially regarding the last part of the question where it is asked why the Danish 

pension funds use standards in their CSR reporting. 

 

The data presentation is structured as follows: 

First the data about the reporting in general will be explained, followed by a display and explanation of the 

mandatory standards. 

Afterwards the chosen voluntary standards will be examined one by one, in the same alphabetic order as they 

were presented in the earlier section with the presentation of each of them. Each standard is shown for the whole 

examined time period 2016-2019 for all 17 examined standards. 

Finally, in this chapter there will be a summary of the use of all the examined standards, catching up at the answer 

to the research question about the extent and reasons for use of the standards in reporting from the Danish 

pension funds, where the last part about why, will be examined further in the next chapter. 

 

General data 
In this section graphs will be presented that illustrate the extent of data which this thesis is based upon. The 
focus is on ensuring that there is transparency on the type of data as well as the extent of data used.  
 
The sections show how many pension funds in total for each of the examined years that issue a separate 
CSR report, and how many of them that mention standards in the annual financial statement reports. 
Further on the average number of pages in the sustainability reports and relevant pages in the annual 
financial statement report are shown. After that it is shown to what extent the pension funds use materiality 
assessments in their decisions on what to bring in their CSR reporting. 
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Figure 6 The development in the number of separate CSR-reports, and in the mentioning of standards in the Annual Financial Statement Reports in 

the Pension Funds. Own production. 

 

In Figure 6 the number of pension funds that mention standards in a separate Sustainability Report and in 

their Annual Financial Statement Report is shown. The totals were 20 in 2016, 23 in 2017, 25 in 2018 and 26 

in 2019.  Reporting on the standards is therefore getting more and more popular. 

It also could look like more and more of the pension funds choses to issue a separate Sustainability Report, 

even though the number, from 2018 to 2019 not have been seen to increase. That maybe could be due to a 

disturbing factor, namely the COVID-19. Theoretically this perhaps should not have had an effect on the 

number of separate Sustainability Reports regarding 2019 but maybe it did anyway. It is a voluntary report, 

and very much of the time the pension funds in advance had dedicated to making those reports maybe 

instead was used solving the long row of other problems regarding reporting as consequences of the 

outbreak of COVID-19 in spring 2020 where reporting regarding 2019 was to be made. 
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Figure 7 Development in number of pages in the separate Sustainability Report and in the average number of relevant pages in the Annual Financial 

Statement Report in Danish Pension Funds. Own production. 

 
In Figure 7 the development over time in the number of pages regarding sustainability standards in reporting 
is shown. In both the Sustainability Reports and in the Annual Statement reports the number of pages has 
been increasing during almost all the years in the examined period. 
 
The number of pages in the separate Sustainability Reports have grown from on average 14,35 in 2016 to 
25,18 in 2019, whereas the relevant pages in the Annual Financial Statement Reports have increased from 
2,59 to 3,94 in 2019. These numbers show without doubt a growing interest in reporting on the sustainability 
standards from the pension funds side. 
 

Materiality Assessment 

A Materiality Assessment also called a Materiality Analysis is a basic analysis where all the relevant CSR 
conditions in the company are identified and analyzed, so the CSR-strategy, CSR-reporting and CSR politics 
are created on solid ground.  
 
The analyzed issues are thereafter prioritized in accordance with what is most important for the company 
and for the stakeholders. 
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Figure 8 The use of Materiality Assessments in Danish Pension Funds. Own production. 

 
Not many of the pension funds have described in their CSR reporting, that they perform a Materiality 
Assessment in the field of CSR in the company. Since they do not describe it, it seems obvious that they do 
not do it, but maybe still a few of them do perform it, but does not describe it. This is not possible to know 
from the collected data in this research. 
 

The mandatory standards 

EU Directive 2014/95 EU and the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial 
Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) 

 

Figure 9 EU Directive 2014/95 EU – The original coding. Own production. 
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In Figure 9 regarding the EU Directive 2014/95 EU it is especially important first to look at the coding results. One 

could expect that the most common result here should be that all follow this standard, and therefore there should 

be found a lot of 1’s in the coding process. But that is not the case. Instead there are lot of 2’s, which is the result, 

where the subject is addressed but the standard is not mentioned. The implication of a result with 2’s is that the 

pension fund follows the standard but doesn’t mention it. 

In this the case with the EU Directive 2014/95 the explanation is very near. It is of course because the EU Directive 

2014/95 in Denmark is incorporated in the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act 

(ÅRL § 99 a and b), that they all must follow. 

The 2’s are therefore at this specific area regarding, The EU Directive 2014/95 EU, changed to a 1, which is truer 

and fairer in this situation. – The results after this adjustment are shown here below in Figure 10. 

  

 

Figure 10 EU Directive 2014/95 EU – After a coding adjustment. Own production. 
 

From Figure 10 you now can see that all the pension funds follow the EU Directive 2014/95 EU, or in fact the 

Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (Årsregnskabsloven) (ÅRL) § 99 a and b. Every 

investigated pension fund has some 1 markings. 

But the density in the colors differs. This is because the depicted results in this figure shows results for both the 

investigated CSR Reports and the Annual Financial Statement Reports, and for each of them a marking for each 

of the five subjects in EU Directive 2014/95 EU / The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial 

Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b): Environmental Matters – Social and Employee Aspect – Respect for Human 

Rights – Anticorruption and Bribery Issues – and – Diversity in their Board of Directors. Why the differences? This 

will be examined in the next Figure 11 right here below. 
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Figure 11 EU Directive 2014/95 EU - Overview. Own production. 

As promised above the results regarding the EU Directive 2014/95 / The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 

the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) are shown in more detail here in Figure 11. 

Those results show how many of the pension funds that mentions the specific subjects in their sustainability 

report and in their annual report (Annual Financial Statement Report) for each of the examined years 2016-2019, 

where every year has its own color code. 

Almost every pension fund has in almost every year mentioned an followed the subject about Diversity in 

their board of directors in their Annual Financial Statement Report, whereas the other subjects do not seem 

quite as ‘popular’. The reason for this widespread reference to that specific subject to the others is that the 

regulation of this is to be found in The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL 

§ 99 b), whereas the other subjects are regulated in The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial 

Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a). In other words, ÅRL § 99 b is stricter formulated with facts about the way the 

company precisely must describe specific areas about Diversity in their board of directors, whereas the rest of the 

subjects in the EU Directive 2014/95 is found in ÅRL § 99 a, which is more lose formulated. 

Besides it is possible for companies, that are part of UNGC, and who publishes a Communication On Progress 

report (a COP-report), to use the exception paragraph in ÅRL § 99 a, that freeholds the company from issuing the 

otherwise demanded statement of social responsibility, as the COP report must fulfill all the requirements for 

reporting on social responsibility, that are listed in ÅRL’s § 99 a. A COP report will typically be prepared by the 

companies in connection with affiliation to UNGC or UNPRI. 

Other perspectives on the references to the EU Directive 2014-95 EU and The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 

838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) are shown in the following figures here below. 
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Figure 12 EU Directive 2014/95 EU – Overview showing the distribution in descending order of frequency. Own production. 

In Figure 12 the distribution of data in descending order of frequency with an accumulated line on a 

secondary axis as a percentage of the total is shown. Here it obvious to see the popularity of reporting on 

the different subjects from the pension funds sides. 

 

Figure 13 EU Directive 2014/95 EU – Development over time. Own production. 
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And in Figure 13 yet again another visualization of the development in the use of the different subject in the 

EU Directive 2014-95 EU and The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL 

§ 99 a and b). From which it is easy to see that the use of the first four mentioned subjects have been larger 

during the examined period from 2016 to 2019, whereas the mentioning of the diversity in board of directors 

has been relatively constant. 

 

The Voluntary Standards 
Here the results regarding the use of some of the voluntary standards found in the CSR reporting from the 

pension funds will be presented in alphabetical order. 

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 
 

 
Figure 14 CDP – Carbon Disclosure Project – Development over time. Own production. 

 

In Figure 14 it shows that The Carbon Disclosure Project has not developed in a distinct direction during the 

four years 2016 - 2019, if you look at the total number for each year. In 2016 and 2018 4 of the examined 

pension funds referred to the CDP in their reporting. In 2017 the total number was 2, and in 2019 the total 

number was three. 
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Figure 15 CDP – Carbon Disclosure Project. Own production. 

 

But if the same data is split up on the individual pension funds as in Figure 15, you can see that there  actually 

is a bit of a system in the otherwise apparent lack of pattern in the data, because two of  the examined 

pension funds in fact are seen consequently reporting on the carbon disclosure project, namely Danica 

Pension and Kapitalforeningen Sampension Invest. 

Besides this, there is not a pattern. 5 other pensions funds have mentioned the CDP in one of the four 

examined years. 
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Foreningen af Statsautoriserede Revisorer (FSR), Nasdaq og Finansforeningens Suggestion 

 

Figure 16 The FSR initiative. Own production. 
 
This initiative from FSR is brand new. That is without doubt the reason why only two of the pension funds 
have used this standard in 2019. It will be interesting to follow the development of the use of this standard 
in the future. 
 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol 

 

Figure 17 The GHG Protocol. Own production. 

 

As with the FSR standard examined here above, only a few of the pension funds have been using the GHG 

Protocol, as depicted in Figure 17. 

Two of the pension funds, Foreningen AP Pension f.m.b.a. and Kapitalforeningen Sampension Invest used 

it in 2016, only Foreningen AP Pension f.m.b.a. in 2017, and in 2018 only Danica Pension Livsforsikrings-

aktieselskab og Kapitalforeningen Sampension Invest used it. None of the examined pension funds used it 

in 2019. 
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Figure 18 GHG Protocol – Green House Gas Protocol – Development over time. Own production. 

 

This development over time of the use of the GHG Protocol is also described here above in Figure 18. 

 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
 

 

Figure 19 GRI - Global Reporting Initiative. Own production. 
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In Figure 19 the results regarding GRI are displayed. Very few, only two of the pension funds use this 

standard. Danica Pension Livsforsikringsaktieselskab and Topdanmark A/S. It must be mentioned that there 

is a little uncertainty regarding Pædagogernes Pensionskasse og Skandia, because some of their reporting 

is not available anymore, so there is a possibility that they maybe also used this standard. But still the 

number of users would be very low, which is a bit surprising, because it in the literature was stated, that this 

standard in some places historically was very popular. 

 

Figure 20 GRI - Global Reporting Initiative – Development over time. Own production. 

In Figure 20 the numbers of the few users of this standard can be seen, and besides it is from this figure 

possible to conclude that the few pension funds that did use this standard earlier does not use it anymore. 
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Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
 

 

Figure 21 OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Own production. 
 
In Figure 21 here above and Figure 22 here below the results for the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises are presented. Many of the pension funds, but by far not all, have referred to the OECD standard 
at some point in the examined time period. Not so many in 2016, more in 2017, and even more in 2018, 
where after the number fell again in 2019. 
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Figure 22 OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises – Development over time. Own production. 
 

Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 

 

Figure 23 PRI - Principles for Responsible Investment. Own production. 
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In Figure 23 here above and Figure 24 here below the development in the use of PRI in the examined pension 
funds is shown. Almost all the pension funds have referred to this standard in one point of the investigated 
time period. The only ones that have not are Lægernes Pension, Lærernes Pension and Topdanmark A/S. A 
good reason for that this particular standard is popular in the pensions funds could be due to the fact that 
one of the pension funds primary purposes is to take care of Investments for the savers/customers, so the 
amount of money they receive when they reach time for retirement is as big as possible, but maybe now 
also earned in the most responsible way, why precisely this standard, Principles for Responsible Investments 
must be very important to the pension funds, if the savers demand Responsible Investments. If the number 
of pension funds that mention the PRI in their Sustainability Report is summed with the number of pension 
funds that mention the PRI in their Annual Financial Statement Report, the numbers are 8 in 2016, 11 in 
2017, and 13 in both 2018 and 2019. This indicates that this standard is used in a relatively wide extent by the 
pension funds. 
 

 
Figure 24 PRI – Principles of Responsible Investments – Development over time. Own production. 

 

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) 
As mentioned earlier the 17 Sustainable Development Goals is one of the newest and most ambitious 

standards now a days, but maybe also the most difficult for the standard users (here the pension funds) to 

handle. There are many things to relate to. So many ways to do good things but also many issues that it can 

be difficult to measure the impact of. 

On the other hand, this also gives a lot of possibilities. Both to take new good initiatives, but also a lot of 

ways to reconsider what the company already is doing and in specific how to report on it. 

The results found about the reporting on the SDG’s in the examined pension funds are shown in Figure 25, 

26, 27 and 28 here below. 

Figure 25 shows how many of the SDG’s each pension fund has referred to each year. Almost every pension 

fund has one or more times referred to specific SDG’s in the examined period. Only three of them have not. 

Lægernes Pension, Lærernes Pension and Velliv, Pension & Livsforsikring. The rest of the investigated 

pension funds mention one or more specific SDG every year. On the other hand, only one of the pension 

funds mentions all 17 SDG’s. That is MP Pension, who did it in 2017 and 2018. In 2019 they did not. But also, 

many other pension funds refer to more of them – the SDG’s. 
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Figure 25 The 17 SDG’s – Sustainable Development Goals. Own production. 
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Alm. Brand A/S
Danica Pension Livsforsikringsaktieselskab

Foreningen AP Pension f.m.b.a.
Industriens Pensionforsikring A/S

Kapitalforeningen Sampension Invest
Lægernes Pension - pensionskassen for læger

Lærernes Pension, Forsikringsaktieselskab
MP Pension - Pensionskassen for Magistre &…

P+, Pensionskassen for Akademikere

PensionDanmark Pensionsforsikringsaktieselskab
Pensam Holding A/S

PFA Pension, Forsikringsaktieselskab
PKA

Pædagogernes Pension - pensionskassen for…
Skandia A/S

Topdanmark A/S
Velliv, Pension & Livsforsikring

Numbers of SDG's reported on each year

The 17 SDG's

SDG 1 - No Poverty In the sustainability report?
SDG 1 - No Poverty In the annual report?
SDG 2 - Zero Hunger In the sustainability report?
SDG 2 - Zero Hunger In the annual report?
SDG 3 - Good Health and Well-being In the sustainability report?
SDG 3 - Good Health and Well-being In the annual report?
SDG 4 - Quality Education In the sustainability report?
SDG 4 - Quality Education In the annual report?
SDG 5 - Gender Equality In the sustainability report?
SDG 5 - Gender Equality In the annual report?
SDG 6 - Clean Water and Sanitation In the sustainability report?
SDG 6 - Clean Water and Sanitation In the annual report?
SDG 7 - Affordable and Clean Energy In the sustainability report?
SDG 7 - Affordable and Clean Energy In the annual report?
SDG 8 - Decent Work and Economic Growth In the sustainability report?
SDG 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production In the annual report?
SDG 13 - Climate Action In the sustainability report?
SDG 13 - Climate Action In the annual report?
SDG 14 - Life Below Water In the sustainability report?
SDG 14 - Life Below Water In the annual report?
SDG 15 - Life on Land In the sustainability report?
SDG 15 - Life on Land In the annual report?
SDG 16 - Peace and Justice Strong Institutions In the sustainability report?
SDG 16 - Peace and Justice Strong Institutions In the annual report?
SDG 17 - Partnerships to achieve the Goal In the sustainability report?
SDG 17 - Partnerships to achieve the Goal In the annual report?
SDG 8 - Decent Work and Economic Growth In the annual report?
SDG 9 - Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure In the sustainability report?
SDG 9 - Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure In the annual report?
SDG 10 - Reduced Inequality In the sustainability report?
SDG 10 - Reduced Inequality In the annual report?
SDG 11 - Sustainable Cities and Communities In the sustainability report?
SDG 11 - Sustainable Cities and Communities In the annual report?
SDG 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production In the sustainability report?
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Figure 26 The 17 SDG’s – Overview development. Own production. 

Figure 26 shows how the attention on the 17 different SDG's are distributed. The number of Sustainability 

Reports is added to the number of Annual Financial Statement Reports, so maximum score if a given 

standard is mentioned every year for the four years by all 17 pension funds would be 2 times 4 times 17, in 

all 136.  

The most popular SDG among the pension funds is SDG 13 – Climate Action with a score on 25. This seems 

very logic because this topic in general seems very popular, but also very important these days, whereas the 

SDG’s with the lowest scores are SDG 2 – Zero Hunger and SDG 14 - Life below Water both with a score in 

total on 4 an explanation on those low scores could be that this maybe are some of the SDG’s that seem 

most far away from the pension funds normal work areas. 
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Figure 27 – The 17 SDG’s – Sustainable Development Goals – SDG’s in The Annual Financial Statement Report -Development over time. Own 
production. 

In Figure 27 the development over time for the reporting in The Annual Financial Statement Report on the 

different SDG’s is depicted, while Figure 28 shows the development over time for reporting in The 

Sustainability Reports regarding the different SDG’s.  

Only a few of the examined pension funds refer to the SDG’s in their Annual Financial Statement Reports. 

Most of them prefer to do it in the Sustainability Reports. Therefore, the development in the use of the 

SDG’s is much easier read from Figure 28, where it is clear that the development from 2016, 2017 to 2018 

and 2019 is that the SDG’s have become significantly more popular in the reporting during the period.  
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Figure 28 – The 17 SDG’s – Sustainable Development Goals – SDG’s in The Sustainability Report - Development over time. Own production. 
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United Nations Global Compact’s (UNGC’s) Communication on Progress (COP) 

 

Figure 29 UN Global Compact. Own production. 
 
In Figure 29 and 30 the reference to the UN Global Compact and the development in it is shown. The dark 
colors show where the pensions funds refer to the standard in their Sustainability Report, whereas the 
slightly brighter color shows where they refer to it in their Annual Financial Statement Report. 
 
Most of the pension funds refer to this standard at some point in time. Only one pension fund does not 
mention it at all. That is Lærernes Pension.  
 
 

 
Figure 30 UN Global Compact – Development over time. Own production. 
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From Figure 30 it can be seen that this standard most often is referred to in the Annual Financial Statement 

Report. It was mentioned in most reports in 2018 where it was referred to in 25 reports in total. In 2019 this 

fell to 22 reports in total. 

 

Overview 
According to The Danish Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act 
(Årsregnskabsloven), Article 99 b, “(1) Large enterprises having set a target figure for the quota of the under-
represented gender in the supreme management body must give an account of whether the enterprise has 
reached such target figure and, if not, why the enterprise has not reached the target figure8  
 

 
Figure 31 – Qualitative or Quantitative data in the reporting from the Danish Pension Funds. Own production. 

 
During the collection of the data it was obvious that by far most of the examples where quantitative data 

were found were regarding this specification of gender distribution. Al most all other data was qualitative. 

The low number of quantitative information in the reporting makes it harder to compare the reporting from 

the pension funds, but also to work with measuring the impact of the efforts to reach goals in the area of 

sustainability in general. 

So even though Figure 31 could indicate that there are reported on a lot of quantitative data in the reporting 

that is actually not the case. It just looks like it because the data in this thesis only was sorted by a ‘Yes’ or a 

‘No’ regarding quantitative content. It was not graduated further. 

 

 
8 … but see subsection (3). Section 99a (4)-(9) applies correspondingly to the account. (2) Large enterprises that are required to prepare a policy to 

improve the gender balance at the other management levels of the enterprise must give an account of such policy but see subsection (4). Section 99 
a (2)-(9) applies correspondingly. (3) Where one gender is not under-represented in the supreme management body, the enterprise is only required 
to state this in its management commentary. Section 99 a (4) applies correspondingly to the account. (4) Where one gender is not under-represented 
at the other management levels of the enterprise, the enterprise is only required to state this in its management commentary. Section 99 a (4) 
applies correspondingly to the account.” (Karnov, 2020) 
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CSR- and ESG-reporting: Regulations and standards 

CSR-reporting has been common for larger companies for quite some years now. Traditionally most CSR-

reporting has been qualitative consisting of a lot of words and only a few numbers. Now some say that the 

ESG’s are becoming increasing relevant. They are often of a more quantitative kind. Some even think that 

more than a quarter of the world’s professional investment funds now only invest in companies that 

demonstrate solid ESG credentials. Further they argue that “rather than having ESG as an ‘add on’ to 

business activities, many believe it’s essential to really embed ESG at the very heart of a company, especially 

when it comes to surviving the low-carbon transition.” (npower.com, 2020). 

The ESG’s in specific are mentioned in a lot of Reports from the pension funds. In total in 57 of the 139 

examined reports. There are commented on them in the reports, and the pension funds are aware, but many 

of them have outsourced delivery of result to extern companies, why these are not investigated more 

thoroughly here. 

According to Pontoppidan and Haarman and the organization World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development (WBCSD), there are today more than 1000 different ESG ratios, which creates challenges in 
gathering comparable information, and there are up to 600 ESG rating ‘products’ from over 150 delivering 
organizations ESG data. (Pontoppidan and Haarman, 2020; WBCSD, 2020). 

The most important thing to be aware of, is that these actually offers ESG metrics in contrast to a lot of the 

other examined standards, why it still has to be considered very relevant, even though the results most often 

are delivered by external professional data companies, and as the other standards consist of a very broad 

landscape of ratios making them hard to compare and use for measuring the progress towards reaching 

goals. 

 

Summary and Conclusions on Chapter 5 Data Presentation 
The research in this dissertation is focused on understanding what standards are available to govern CSR 
reporting and how they differ from each other, and to what extent and why are such CSR standards are used 
by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 
 
This section summarizes and gives the conclusions about the main findings seen from the data collection. 
 

Overall findings 

The number of pension funds that mention standards in a separate Sustainability Report and in their Annual 

Financial Statement Report has been growing. The totals were 20 in 2016, 23 in 2017, 25 in 2018 and 26 in 

2019.  Reporting on the standards is therefore getting more and more popular among the pension funds. 

The development over time in the number of pages regarding sustainability standards in reporting has also 
been investigated. In both the Sustainability Reports and in the Annual Financial Statement Reports the 
number of such relevant pages has been increasing too during almost all the years in the examined period. 

Not many of the pension funds have described in their CSR reporting, that they perform a Materiality 
Assessment in the field of CSR reporting in the company. Since they do not describe it, it seems obvious that 
they do not do it, but maybe still a few of them do perform it, but does not describe it.  
 
Regarding Mandatory Reporting all the pension funds follow the EU Directive 2014/95 EU, or in fact the 
Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b).  
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Among the voluntary standards the Carbon Disclosure Project has not developed in a distinct direction during 

the four years 2016 – 2019.The new initiative from FSR is yet only used in two of the pension funds in 2019. It 

will be interesting to follow the development of the use of this standard in the future. Also, only a few of the 

pension funds have been using the GHG Protocol in the examined period. The few users that are seen to have 

been using GRI does not use it anymore, which can be a bit surprising, because it in the literature was stated, that 

this standard in some places historically was very popular. Many of the pension funds, but by far not all, have 

referred to the OECD standard at some point in the examined time period.  

Almost all the pension funds have referred to the PRI standard at one point in the investigated time period. 

A good reason that this particular standard is popular at the pensions funds could be due to the fact that one 

of the pension funds primary products are investments so the amount of money the savers/customers 

receive when they reach time for retirement is as big as possible, but maybe now also earned in the most 

Responsible way, why precisely this standard, Principles for Responsible Investments must be very 

important to the pension funds, when the savers demand responsible investments. 

Almost every pension fund has one or more times referred to specific SDG’s in the examined period. The 
most popular SDG among the pension funds is SDG 13 – Climate Action with a score on 25. This seems very 
logic because this topic in general is very popular, but also very important these days. 
 
Almost all data regarding the voluntary standards is qualitative while the quantitative data that are 
represented in most Annual Financial Statement Reports only concerns the gender distribution in the 
boards, and this is given by law. The few quantitative data makes it hard to compare the results and to find 
out if progress is enough and reaching goals possible. 
 
In conclusion the key findings are: 

• The number of pension funds that mention standards in a separate Sustainability Report and in their 

Annual Financial Statement Report in total has been increasing from 20 in 2016 to 26 in 2019.   

 

• The development over time in the number of pages regarding sustainability standards in reporting 

has also been investigated. In both the Sustainability Reports and in the Annual Statement reports 

the number of pages has been growing during almost all the years in the examined period. 

 

• The number of pages in the separate Sustainability Reports have increased from on average 14,35 

in 2016 to 25,18 in 2019, and the relevant pages in the Annual Financial Statement Reports have 

been growing from 2,59 to 3,94 in 2019.  

 

• There does not seem to be a development in the number of pensions funds that perform a 

Materiality Assessment in the field of CSR in the company. Of the 17 examined pension funds only 

3 describes that they have made one in 2016, and the number is the same in 2019.  
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• All the pension funds follow the EU Directive 2014/95 EU, that is implemented in the Danish law by 

the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b). It consists 

of five subjects in: Environmental Matters – Social and Employee Aspect – Respect for Human Rights 

– Anticorruption and Bribery Issues – and – Diversity in their Board of Directors. Almost every 

pension fund has in almost every year mentioned an followed the subject about Diversity in their 

board of directors in their Annual Financial Statement Report, whereas the other subjects do not 

seem quite as ‘popular’. 

 

• The pension funds use many different voluntary standards. Some of them with a decreasing 

frequency in 2019 compared to 2016. This applies for The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG) and The 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)  

 

• Other standards are used by the pension funds with an increasing frequency from 2016 to 2019. That 

applies for the suggestion from FSR (the number is very small, but it must be taken into 

consideration that the standard also is extremely new) and the Principles of Responsible 

Investments (PRI).  

 

• For, one of the examined standards it is not possible to see a clear tendency, there is seen more of a 

kind of status quo. That applies for the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP). 

 

• OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises was more used in 2019 than in 2016, but reached a 

high in 2018, where after the use of it decreased. 

 

• The UN Global Compact (UNGC) was mentioned in total in 22 of the examined reports in 2019 

against in total 17 in 2016. The year in the examined period where it was more popular was 2018, 

where it was mentioned in 25 of the investigated reports. Most of the pension funds   to the UN 

Global Compact standard at some point in time. Only one pension fund does not mention it at all.  

 

• The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s), was mentioned by many of the pension funds in 

both 2018 and 2019. If each specific SDG mentioned in a report is allowed to count as one, in total it 

was mentioned 190 times in the examined reports in 2018, and in 175 in 2019, against 129 and 146 

in 2016 respectively 2017. 

• By comparing the axes on the depicted graphs, it is revealed that the EU Directive 2014/95 EU / the 
Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b), as expected, 
because it is Danish law, is the most used standard.  

• Among the voluntary standards the most used are the UN Global Compact, the SDG’s, but also the 

Principles of Responsible Investments (PRI). 

In this chapter the data was presented and a lot of details about the pension funds use of standards were 

revealed. Especially the question about the extent of the pension funds use of CSR- and ESG standards was 

enlightened in this chapter, as the many data showed that the pension funds use a very large amount of 

different standards in both their Annual Financial Statement Reports but in particularly also in their CSR and 

ESG Reporting.  
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Further analysis and discussion of the results will follow in the next chapter, where also especially focus will 

be on the connections between the theories presented in Chapter 4 and the Data found and showed here 

above in Chapter 5. After the analysis and discussion there will be summed up and concluded on those 

connections before the final presentation of the main conclusions in Chapter 7. 

 

6. Analysis and Discussion 
In Chapter 5 the data was presented. In this chapter the data is analyzed using literature and the theories 

from Chapter 4.   

The aim of this thesis is to find out what standards are available to govern CSR reporting and how they differ 

from each other. Besides it is set out to find out to what extent and why such CSR standards are used by 

Danish pensions funds in reporting. 

This chapter analyses and discusses the data, using the theoretical framework, in order to arrive at responses 

to the aims mentioned above. The chapter is structured as follows: 

First it gives an overview of the development in the use of all the examined standards in the period 2016 – 

2019. Then the connections between the results and the theories are analyzed and discussed. First the data 

results will be analyzed in connection with the CSR as a Concept, and thereafter in connection with the other 

theories one by one. 

But before entering the sub-sections of this chapter, the development over time in all the standards is 

presented in Figure 32. The EU Directive 2014/95 EU / The Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the 

Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) is the standard that is most popular. This is expected and should 

not come as a surprise because this is regulated by law. The pension funds must report on this standard, 

with only a few exceptions. Namely if the pension fund is so small that it does not have to follow this 

regulation, the regulation is only law for large companies9, in special cases where the company may refrain 

from providing information, if the publication of the information in question can be expected to cause 

significant damage to the company in connection with ongoing negotiations or litigation, ÅRL § 99 a (4), or 

if the pension fund publishes a COP-report and uses the exception paragraph in ÅRL § 99 a (8), as it is also 

mentioned above. 

 

 
9 Large companies are defined in the ÅRL § 7, 2 as companies that are not defined as small or medium sized 
companies. Small enterprises are those for which for two consecutive financial years at the balance sheet date, the 
numbers does not exceed 2 of those 3 quantities: a) A balance sheet total of DKK 44 million, b) A net turnover of DKK 
89 million, or c) An average number of full-time employees during the financial year of 50. Medium sized enterprises 
are those enterprises which are not small enterprises and which for two consecutive financial years at the balance 
sheet date do not exceed two of the following sizes: a) A balance sheet total of DKK 156 million, b) A net turnover of 
DKK 313 million or c) An average number of full-time employees during the financial year of 250. 
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Figure 32 Overview of the use of different standards in Danish Pension Funds. Own production. 

 
The darkest color in the figure shows the results for 2019 and the other colors the three years before. 

Primarily regarding the SDG’s, the line with dark color on most of them has the highest peaks which makes 

good sense since the SDG is one of the newest standards. 

 

The Connections between the Results and the Theories 

Analysis and Discussion 

A deeper connection between the found use of the standards above and the theories relevant for this thesis 
are described below. The empirical evidence presented until now is analyzed with the help of CSR as a 
Concept, The Multi-Level Theory, The Stakeholder Theory and The Theory of Legitimacy in order to be able 
to draw conclusions based on these theories. Answering the Research Question ‘To what extent and why 
are such standards used by the Danish Pension funds? Are in focus. What do the used standards mean, and 
why have the pension funds chosen to use those specific standards? Here the empirical data presented in 
the chapters above will be analyzed in connection with the relevant theories.  
 

CSR as a Concept 
The analysis model used to analyze the collected empirical data will amongst others be Carroll's (2016) 
pyramid, which shows the different levels of CSR and ESG responsibility that are connected to the pension 
funds' stakeholders. Stakeholders expect the pension funds to meet at least their financial and legal 
responsibilities. Pension funds can do this through their mandatory reporting. Stakeholders can also set an 
expectation that the pension funds fulfill the ethical responsibility and in that connection the pension funds 
can benefit from the voluntary reporting, where the pension funds can make use of international initiatives 
to inform about their work with ESG, as well as how they contribute to sustainable development. Through 
their reporting, the pension funds seek to achieve a legitimate status in society. This also connect to the 
legitimacy theory, that will be discussed in a section further below. 
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In connection with CSR as a concept it should be considered if the pension funds use greenwashing. 
Greenwashing is a way in which companies try to emerge as being sustainable through green marketing, 
but on false premises. In relation to ESG reporting, companies can apply greenwashing in their reporting to 
meet the demands of its stakeholders, regarding their reporting, but if the stakeholders discover that the 
company has lied about its sustainable initiatives, this can harm the company brand and its legitimacy. This 
type of greenwashing is called "decoupling" (Siano,Vollero, Conte, & Amabile, 2017). Pension funds use of 
green washing is not very likely because they cannot afford bad press. If the stakeholders do not trust a 
pension fund it will lose all customers, and they will remove their savings, so use of greenwashing would be 
a very short-sighted strategy for a pension fund. 
 
From the results of the data analysis it can be seen that PRI is one of the most used standards among the 
pension funds. This makes good sense while the ‘product’ in a pension fund is return to the pension savers. 
Those returns come from investments. When the stakeholders – that there will be elaborated further on in 
the next sequence - demands Economic Responsibility and Legal Responsibility this is naturally fulfilled. But 
when also the expectation of Ethical Responsibility and even Philanthropic Responsibility is desired the 
pension funds need to try to meet those expectations and desires by pleasing the primary stakeholders, 
namely the pension savers. One way of doing this is by investing responsible, why it must be good for the 
pension funds to use the Principle of Responsible Investments (PRI) in their reporting. 
 

Stakeholder Theory 
One fact that has been identified regarding voluntary reporting is that only one of the Pension Funds have 
reported on all 17 sustainability goals. The companies have instead selected a number SDG’s that they 
consider relevant for their business. That not all SDG’s are included in the Annual Financial Statement 
Reports and Sustainability Reports indicate that companies have different interests to meet. Different 
industries have different stakeholders and customers, which have different requirements for companies 
(Chan, Watson, & Woodliff, 2014).  
 
When evaluating if the pensions funds follow the normative or the positive branch described in the theory 
section in Chapter 4, much indicates that they belong at the positive branch. Of course one could argue that 
the normative branch where everyone has the same rights could be the most fair way of distributing 
information, but this would take many resources maybe without getting anything in return, and the pension 
funds are obliged to get the best possible returns to the pension savers, why following the positive branch 
is the logical path for them. 
 

Stakeholder Analysis 

A Stakeholder Analysis provides an overview of which parties that are most important to the company. 

The stakeholders in the pension industry are: Employees, Management, Suppliers, Customers, Investors – 

this are the Pension Savers, Competitors, Lenders, Shareholders, Lawmakers, Society, Business Partners, 

Consumer Organizations, Environmental Organizations, Press, The State of Denmark, EU and The World. 

 
To give a more in-depth analysis of to what extent the CSR standards are used by Danish pensions funds in 

reporting and especially why they use them it is necessary first to look a bit more thoroughly at the pension 

industry. 
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SWOT and PESTLE analyzes of the Pension Industry 

As mentioned earlier on in this thesis, both SWOT and PESTLE analyzes are good tools when finding out 

more about an organization, as well as an industry. The Danish pension industry is therefore examined using 

those theories to find out about more to answer the posed research question about why the pension funds 

use such standards hereunder why they have chosen to use so many different voluntary standards. 

The results of are presented here below in Table 3 and 4. 

 

The Pension Funds Internal Situation 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Financial robustness / Well consolidated Difficult to make quick changes – Big organizations 

Many specialists in the same company Complex - Needs guidelines to be efficient 

High discipline – used to a lot of control Needs to change way of thinking good business 

The Pensions Funds External Situation 

Opportunities Threats 

Possible new investment segments in markets Many regulations 

Lot of stakeholders Bad press has big implications 

Public interest Cannot ‘afford’ to make mistakes 

Can make a difference Competition from other pensions funds etc. 

New Climate Plans in EU and in DK Political developments 
Table 3 The results of a SWOT analysis of the Danish Pension Industry. Own production. 
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The Pension Funds Surroundings 

Political environment ‘Mutual respect’ – Both politicians and the pension 
funds have a lot of power and the two parties can 
reach far out if they want. Both are moving in the 
sustainable direction 

Economic environment The pension funds have a lot of funds they need to 
take care of for the pension savers 

Social environment The social environment that the pension funds are 
placed in is complicated. The pension capital is 
often partly invested in insurance of the pension 
savers health and dead. The rest is invested for the 
pension savers retirement. Both areas are very 
delicate because it concerns the pension savers 
personal possibilities in life 

Technological environment The technological environment is almost solely IT-
related. It is very important that the pension funds 
keep up, because they otherwise will not be able to 
handle neither their investments nor their 
customers, the pension savers data. Therefore, 
they have huge number of employees taking care 
of this. On the other hand, besides the IT-part, 
there are no technological problems in the industry. 

Legal environment There are a lot of heavy rules to be aware of for the 
pension funds. The legal environment is a web of 
such rules. 

Environmental environment As this thesis describes the environmental 
environment is getting more and more important 
to the pension funds. 

Table 4 The results of a PESTLE analysis of the Danish Pension Industry. Own production. 

 

The purpose of the pension funds is to make the best possible return of the deposits to the pension savers.  
 
When is a pension funds successful? From the customers point of view that must be when the returns are as 
high as possible. Here it is worth remembering that a lot of the pension funds are owned by the customers. 
In those pension funds the customers without doubt are the most important stakeholders. In the rest of the 
pension funds there actually also are other owners. In those the owners maybe think that they are the most 
important stakeholders, but it has to be considered that this is not the case in the long run because 
customers will move their savings elsewhere if the returns over time are not satisfying, leaving the owners 
in those pension funds without customers. 
 
From this it can be concluded that customers in the pension industry are the most important stakeholders. 
Also, it must be reasonable to conclude that the higher the number of pension savers, the more funds to 
invest, resulting in more possibilities to make good returns, and thereby also good fees to the pension fund, 
making it an economic responsible business also in the long run. That is why the pension business is very 
much an industry with a great amount of competition to attract as much pension savers, and thereby as 
much pension capital as possible. 
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A pension fund is therefore part of a very competitive environment, which is the reason every one of them 
need to find ways to do better than the other pension funds if they want to do good. To evaluate a company’s 
performance, we often look at the shareholder value. The larger the shareholder value, the better 
performance. It is therefore very important that they follow the right strategy. With the SWOT it is possible 
to determine if the pension fund is following the right strategy, that can help turn potential threats into 
opportunities and weaknesses into strengths. As an alternative to shareholder value, that is often in focus, 
it can make sense to look at the interest of the stakeholders. According to Henry 2008 and Freemann (1984), 
stakeholders are those individuals or groups who affect or are affected by the achievement of an 
organization’s objectives. 
 
Therefore, in this industry, where the shareholders and the stakeholders by and large are the same, it is 
indeed relevant considering meeting the needs of the stakeholders. From the stakeholder power-interest 
matrix, that can be found in Appendix 7, it is known that stakeholders with high interest and high power are 
the ones with the most influence over the organization here the pension industry, so when those primarily 
stakeholders demands sustainable investments, it can be very good strategy, to have such in supply. When 
deciding on strategy it is therefore very wise of the pension funds to consult those stakeholders. 
 
Because of the limited space in this dissertation it has not been possible to do interviews with the decision 
takers in the pension funds about choice of strategy, but it has been possible through a highly qualitative 
analysis of the comments in the examined reporting to find evidence that the pension funds are very aware 
of this, and therefore actually do perform such consultations. 
 
Here are a few examples of the statements regarding responsibility and stakeholders found in the examined 
reporting. 
 

• On page 14 in AP Pension CSR-report 2019 it is mentioned that Millennials and Generation Z in 
general supports companies that match their own values and deselect companies without match 
value. For AP Pension, this means that it is important for the pension fund to be good at 
communicating their efforts on sustainability and corporate responsibility. The information about 
the Millennials and Generation Z comes from surveys carried out by YouGov, Dansk Byggeri, 
Deloitte and Sundhedsstyrelsen (2018-2019). 

 

• On page 24 in Sampensions report on responsible investments 2019 they tell about an Attitude 

Survey on Responsible Investment that Sampension carried out towards the end of the year 

regarding responsible investments with customers and members of Sampension Liv, Architects 

Pension Fund, Pension Fund for Agricultural Academics & Veterinarians and Pensionskassen for 

Teknikum og Diplomingeniører (ISP Pension) (the pension fund for Technical and diploma 

engineers). More than 3,300 participated in the survey, to which over 23,000 were invited. One 

similar survey was conducted in 2017. The 2019 study shows, among other things that: 

o Assessment of the importance of responsibility in investments has increased since 2017. 

Today, nearly 9 out of 10 customers and members state that responsibility in the investment 

of retirement savings is significant or very significant to their satisfaction with their 

retirement fund. In 2017, the same proportion was 69%. 

o 93% of participants "hope so" or "don't worry" about whether to invest same values as they 

themselves would. That's up from 85% in 2017. The share, who have in fact investigated how 

investing is unchanged at 4% in community. However, there is a greater interest in the 

members of the Architects Pension Fund and Pension Fund for Agricultural Academics & 

Veterinarians, where the same number is respectively. 12% and 8%. 
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• On page 10 in Velliv’s Annual Financial Statement report they write that they in line with the Danes' 

focus on corporate social responsibility and sustainability have experienced an increased demand 

for sustainable investment products. It is expected that the first sustainable savings solution for 

Velliv's customers will be launched during the first half of 2020. 

 

Multi-level Governance 
As shown earlier in this thesis all the pension funds report according to the EU Directive 2014/95 EU, and the 
Danish Financial Statement Act. Besides all Pension Funds analyzed here also are found reporting according 
to some of the UN's sustainability goals, the SDG’s, most of the time period covered by this report. This 
shows that there is multi-level governance because those standards regard different levels. The UN-level 
(international level), the EU-level (regional level) and the Danish level (national level). 
 
An advantage of multi-level governance can be that the comparability of the reports is improved if more 
companies use the same standard, in this case the SDG’s. All 17 pension funds in this analysis therefore partly 
report according to the same international framework.  
 

Legitimacy Theory 
As mentioned as part of the results of the SWOT and PESTLE analyzes the pension industry is highly 

competitive but also very vulnerable to bad press, which within short time can be very damaging to a 

pension funds image. This is partly because of the large amounts of money that the funds administer, but 

even more important because most people are saving to their pension through a pension fund, making the 

pension savers highly connected to the pension funds. In fact, some of the pension savers own their pension 

funds, making it even more relevant that the pension funds have an unspoken social contract not only with 

the stakeholders, but also with society in general. 

That is surely one of the reasons that CSR reporting is very popular in the pension funds. Using standards is 

a way to showcase that they follow the rules of society, and from the great extent of use and mentioning of 

many different standards it almost looks like some pension funds try to follow as many standards as possible 

to make sure that they have shown that they do what they shall and can to act legitimate towards society, 

living up to all their responsibilities as mentioned under the section above regarding CSR as a Concept, and 

report on it in every possible way. 

For example, most of the pension funds analyzed started by reporting on a specific number of SDG’s and 
have since over time adjusted among the goals. The fact that the SDG’s they report on are changing shows 
that the companies seek the legitimacy of society and the environment by constantly updating their 
reporting. The reason for this is that companies want to meet stakeholders' expectations to keep their 
position. This is a common behavior according to studies that deal with the theory of legitimacy (Chan, 
Watson & Woodliff, 2014). 
 

Conclusions on the Analysis and the Discussion 
The analyzes show that there is very much focus on CSR reporting using standards. 

Based on CSR as the Concept Theory, it can be concluded that the pension funds adapt to the pension savers' 

requirements that they must live up to financial and legal responsibility, but also to their expectations of 

ethical responsibility and even desires for philanthropic responsibility. 
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Based on the Stakeholder Theory, it can be concluded that the pension funds are very aware that their 

primary stakeholders are the pension savers. The pension funds are attentive to the power of these 

stakeholders and adapt the supply of responsible investments to the demand of these stakeholders. 

Reporting on responsible investments and standards that deal with this are therefore widely used by the 

pension funds. 

Based on the Multi-Level Theory, it can be concluded that CSR reporting standards exist at several different 

levels. This includes at the international level (World) at the regional level (EU) and at the national level 

(Denmark). Some of the standards are set by law. This applies to EU Directive 2014/95 EU and Executive 

Order 2019-08-08 Nr. 838 The Danish Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) at regional and national 

level, respectively, which are complied with by all the pension funds examined. There are several standards 

on a higher international level of the World. Some of them in UN Regi. Among those are the SDG’s, that are 

the newest follow up on ‘The Brundtland Report’. 

Based on the Legitimacy Theory, it can be concluded why the pension funds use many of the voluntary standards 

in their CSR reporting. This is partly because of the large amounts of money that the funds administers making 

them important players at the investment market, but even more important because most people save to their 

old age through a pension fund, making the pension savers highly connected to the pension funds, causing it to 

be even more relevant that the pension funds follow the unspoken social contract not only with the stakeholders, 

but also with society in general. This is surely one of the reasons why CSR reporting is so popular in the pension 

funds. Using standards is a way to showcase that they follow the rules of society.  

Among the pension funds there is a lot of competition. That competition is about getting the most 

customers with the largest funds. So besides reporting on CSR and sustainability they also need to show the 

customers that they are good, not ‘just’ at the reporting part, but also at getting the best results of the 

investments to the customers. And those results must come from sustainable investments if the trend that 

are seen today continues. Nothing points in a direction that this trend shall not continue, and even grow 

more important in the future as the road to reaching the Sustainable Development Goals will get more and 

more narrow if pace is not speeded up. 

Similarly, there are many voluntary standards at the various levels, and it has been found in this study that 

the pension funds use many of these. 

The reason that some companies chose to focus on different standards may be a consequence of the fact 
that there are many frameworks and standards today to follow. 

As Pontoppidan and Haarman also concluded in their articles about the ESG’s, the complex and voluntary 
reporting landscape leads to the fact that companies not apply the same standards and conceptual 
frameworks, when reporting on the ESG’s and imprints on the environment, which makes it difficult for 
investors to compare how companies perform because of different ESG parameters. This creates a demand 
for one conceptual framework that is globally accepted and recognized. (Pontoppidan and Haarman (2020). 

In general, it is concluded that there has been a large development during the period studied. Most reporting 

in this area takes place on a voluntary basis, and most of the reporting is seen to be qualitative rather than 

quantitative. 

The conclusions on the research questions in this dissertation are therefore that CSR reporting from the 

pension funds is in a rapid development. There are a very wide range of standards, few of which are required 

by law, far more of them on a voluntary basis. 
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They are used by the pension funds to a very large extent. The statutory standards are followed, but also a 

very large number of voluntary standards are followed. This is because the pension area is competitive, and 

that sustainability and reporting on this due to high demand from the primary stakeholders, namely the 

pension savers, has grown significantly during the period. 

 

7. Conclusions 
In this chapter the conclusions on this dissertation will be presented alongside with a short summary of the 

content and the findings of the different parts of the research. 

This master thesis set out to investigate about CSR Reporting, ESG and the Sustainable Development Goals 

in Danish Pension Funds. 

The questions that this thesis asked were: 

 

 What standards are available to govern CSR reporting and how do they differ from each other? 

 To what extent and why are such CSR standards used by Danish pensions funds in reporting? 

 

Therefore, in this thesis it is examined what standards there are available to govern CSR reporting, and how 

those standards differ from each other. Besides it is investigated to what extent and why such CSR standards 

are used by Danish pensions funds in reporting. 

The first question ‘What standards are available to govern CSR reporting and how do they differ from each 

other?’ is answered by empirical research. First of what standards that are available and afterwards by a 

thorough examination of the Annual Financial Statement Report and CSR Reports for 2016-2019 for 17 

Danish Pension funds analyzing all information about CSR.  

The answer to the first part of the question is that there is a very large quantity of available standards to 

govern CSR reporting. The selected conceptual frameworks that were found in the reporting and examined here 

were the mandatory standards the EU Directive 2014/95 EU and the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 

the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b). They were described alongside the voluntary standards: 

The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), Foreningen af Statsautoriserede Revisorer (FSR), Nasdaq og 

Finansforeningens Suggestion, The Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol, The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), The Principles for Responsible 

Investment (PRI), The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and The United Nations Global Compact’s 

(UNGC’s) Communication on Progress (COP).  

The second part of the first question about how the standards differ from each other is answered by using 

the information found answering the first part of the question about what standards that are available with 

further empirical investigations about each of the found standards and combining it with relevant literature 

and theory about multilevel governance and CSR as a concept. 
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It was found they differ in more than one way. There are both mandatory and voluntary standards and there 

are different approaches to the standards. There are principle-based standards, process standards, 

performance standards and hybrid standards. They also differ in if they offer possibilities to report on 

qualitative or quantitative data or both. Some standards focus on covering reporting on more classic related 

company responsibilities of economic and legal character, while others regard reporting on topics on a more 

ethical and even in some cases philanthropic kind. Besides there are also differences in on what level they 

are relevant. Some are to be found on global level (UN), some on regional level (EU) and others on local 

national level (DK). 

From the research done here it can be concluded that a huge number of standards are available to govern 

CSR reporting. They differ on many diverse dimensions thereby covering a wide range of requirements on 

reporting but also making it difficult to compare and evaluate progress and results. 

The second question ‘To what extent and why are such CSR standards used by Danish pensions funds in 

reporting?’ is answered by an extensive research of the information collected answering the first research 

question. The information was coded and afterwards connected to relevant theories about legitimacy and 

stakeholders among others. 

The answer to the first part of the question is that use of CSR standards in Danish pension funds in their 

reporting is extensive. By far most of the examined pension funds use not only one or a few standard but a 

lot of different standards. Most reporting is found to be on a voluntary basis, and by far most of it is seen to 

be on qualitative basis. One standard where quantitative data is found is regarding specific mandatory 

reporting. As could be expected, all the pension funds follow the EU Directive 2014/95 EU, that is implemented 

in the Danish law by the Consolidated Act 2019-08-08 No. 838 the Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b). 

This is therefore the most used standard.  

Among the voluntary standards the most used are the UN Global Compact, the SDG’s, but also the Principles 

of Responsible Investments (PRI). This makes sense. The PRI because the pension funds primary product are 

investments making it highly relevant that they report on the fact that they are following principles on the 

responsibilities regarding those, and the UN Global Compact and the SDG’s because they are on 

international level, very highly profiled and on the other hand basic and understandable, making it possible 

but also relevant to report on at least some of them showing that the pension funds do contribute reaching 

those international goals.  

This is status today and the result of much development during the examined time period. The number of 

pension funds that mention standards in a separate Sustainability Report and in their Annual Financial 

Statement Report in total has been increasing from 20 in 2016 to 26 in 2019. The development over time in 

the number of pages regarding sustainability standards in reporting has also been investigated. In both the 

Sustainability Reports and in the Annual Statement reports the number of pages has been growing during 

almost all the years in the examined period. There has also been a development in the choice of standards 

that the pension funds report on. Standards that are being used with a decreasing frequency in 2019 

compared to 2016 applies for The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG) and The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 

while other standards are used by the pension funds with an increasing frequency from 2016 to 2019. Among 

those is the suggestion from FSR (the number is very small, but it must be taken into consideration that the 

standard also is extremely new) and the Principles of Responsible Investments (PRI). The 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals, the SDG’s, was mentioned in the reporting by many of the pension funds in both 2018 

and 2019 so the number of incidents where it was mentioned in a specific report, where each goal mentioned 

counts as one has increased from 129 in 2016 to 175 in 2019. 
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The conclusion on the researched question about the extent of the use of CSR standards in the pension funds 

is therefore that there is used many standards. There has been a development over the examined time 

period, and a shift in which standards they use. There has been a decrease in the use of the Greenhouse Gas 

Protocol (GHG) and The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), towards use of the Principles of Responsible 

Investments (PRI) and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (The 17 SDG’s), that are used to a greater 

extent in 2019 than in 2016. 

The second part of the second question about why the Danish pension funds use standards is answered by 

combining the found answers on the already answered parts of the research questions with relevant 

literature and theory from about stakeholder and legitimacy theory, but also includes further appliance of 

theory about multilevel governance and CSR as a concept. 

Based on CSR as the Concept Theory, it can be concluded that the pension funds adapt to the pension savers' 

requirements that they must live up to financial and legal responsibilities, but also to their expectations of 

ethical responsibility and even desires for philanthropic responsibility. Based on the Multi-Level Theory, it 

can be concluded that CSR reporting standards exist at several different levels. This includes at the 

international level (World) at the regional level (EU) and at the national level (Denmark). Some of the 

standards are set by law. This applies to EU Directive 2014/95 EU and Executive Order 2019-08-08 Nr. 838 

The Danish Financial Statements Act (ÅRL § 99 a and b) at regional and national level, respectively, which 

are complied with by all the pension funds examined. Similarly, there are also many voluntary standards at 

the various levels, and it has been found in this study that the pension funds use many these. 

From the Stakeholder Theory, it can be concluded that the pension funds are very attentive that their 

primary stakeholders are the pension savers. The pension funds are aware of the power of these 

stakeholders and adapt the supply of responsible investments to the demand of these stakeholders. 

Reporting on responsible investments and standards that deal with this are therefore widely used by the 

pension funds. Among the pension funds there is a lot of competition getting the most customers with the 

largest funds. So besides reporting on CSR and sustainability they also need to show the customers that 

they are good, not ‘just’ at the part about reporting, but also at getting the best results of the investments 

to the customers. And those results must come from sustainable investments if the trend there are seen 

today continues. Nothing points in a direction that this tendency shall not continue, and even grow more 

important in the future as the road to reaching the Sustainable Development Goals will get more and more 

narrow if pace is not speeded up.  

Based on the Legitimacy Theory, it can be concluded why the pension funds use many of the voluntary standards 

in their CSR reporting. This is partly because of the large amounts of money that the funds administers making 

them important players at the investment market, but even more important because most people save to their 

pension through a pension fund, making the pension savers highly connected to the pension funds, causing it to 

be even more relevant that the pension funds follow the unspoken social contract not only with the stakeholders, 

but also with society in general. This is surely one of the reasons why CSR reporting is so popular in the pension 

funds. Using standards is a way to showcase that they follow the rules of society.  

Through an inductive perspective, the Annual Financial Statement Reports and CSR-reports from the 17 

chosen pension funds were read and analyzed for the four years 2016-2019, and the results put in context 

with theories of CSR as a Concept, Multi-Level Theory, Stakeholder Theory and Legitimacy Theory. 
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The conclusions on the research questions in this dissertation are therefore that CSR reporting from the 

pension funds is in a rapid development. There are a very wide range of standards, few of which are required 

by law, far more of them on a voluntary basis. They differ in many ways. Some are can be used for reporting 

on qualitative data, some on quantitative and others on both. They regard different levels. International, 

national and regional, but also different approaches,  

They are used by the pension funds to a very large extent. The statutory standards are followed, but also a 

big number of voluntary standards are applied. This is because the pension area is competitive, and that 

sustainability and reporting on this due to high demand from the primary stakeholders, namely the pension 

savers, has grown significantly during the period. 

 

Contributions of this thesis 
This investigation has analyzed Danish pension funds' reporting on CSR and sustainability and thereby 

contributed to the understanding of which regulations and conceptual framework, including Danish 

legislation and global initiatives, that have subsidized to common guidelines when the pension funds are 

preparing their CSR reporting. 

The paper has laid the foundations for understanding how CSR is reported in the Danish pension funds. To 
build on the dissertations' discoveries, it would be beneficial to interview employees in the selected 
companies responsible for preparing the CSR reporting, and besides one could further expand the sample 
to obtain an even larger empirical basis for forming even more generalizing conclusions for the sector.  

This master's dissertation contributes with an empirical presentation of how the area of reporting on CSR, 

ESG and sustainability has grown within the period studied. If standards are introduced by law, they are 

complied with by the pension funds, but in addition there are also large-scale reporting concerning a big 

number of voluntary standards, driven by a large demand from the primary stakeholders in the pension 

funds, namely the pension savers. 

Finally, it reveals that the use of standards in the pension funds is extensive, and that there has been a shift 

in which standards they use towards The Principles of Responsible Investments, and The 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals. The choice of standards is due to a high degree of competition in the industry, why the 

pension funds seek to meet the demands of their customers which are the pension savers in the best possible 

way. The pension savers are asking for more investments in sustainability, making it relevant for the pension 

funds to move towards standards which shows that the products, the investments, live up to this demand. 

The use of many different standards makes it hard to compare results, why it should be considered working 

towards fewer or maybe even one standard. When contemplating such a standard it should be considered 

if it should be enforced by law or voluntary, taking into consideration that a mandatory rule could take some 

of the competitive incentive from the initiatives of the pension funds. 
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Recommendations for Future Research Directions 
Because of limited time and space, it has been necessary with some strict limitations in this dissertation. 
This gives opportunities for further qualitative investigations in the future. 
 
One could extend the theoretical basis to include the Principal-Agent Theory and examine how the pension 
funds (Agent) meet society's (Principal) expectations, and possibly to a greater extent look at the pension 
funds' use of materiality analyzes. 
 
More qualitative data could be collected using: 

• Interviews and 

• Qualitative and quantitative reporting 

Collecting more qualitative data could strengthen our understanding of why pension funds choose to use 

certain standards for their reporting. 

Future research is suggested in direction of a supplement to this investigation with a row of interviews with 

relevant employees from the pension funds, and an independent questionnaire among the stakeholders in 

the pension funds, and in specific the investors, which can be both savers but also others. 

For example, it could be relevant to make interviews both with the employees and the decision makers in 

the pension funds’ CSR department to find out more about the decision process on what standards to use, 

and to find out more about the amount of time it takes to work with so many standards, as well as to get 

confirmed that the pension funds act and invest as corporate responsible as they report. 

Maybe even more relevant there should be made interviews with the responsible for the sustainable 

investments in the pension funds to find out if they are planning more investments in sustainable 

investments in the future. In the end that is what matters. Besides it is certainly relevant to do further 

research about how to determine whether an investment is in fact sustainable.  

It should be considered to agree on one common standard, as the results then would be more comparable, 

as the jungle of standards then no longer would obscure the actual results. Further it should be 

contemplated that such one chosen common standard should at least in some way be quantifiable or in 

another way measurable, so the achievements can be evaluated. 
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